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The Traveling Salesperson Problem:
A Look At NP-Completeness and Methods For Finding Solutions

Finding an efficient algorithm for solving NP-Complete problems has long been a goal of 
computer scientists and mathematicians. The purpose of this paper is to examine existing 
heuristics (approximate algorithms) and to construct original heuristics for solving the 
Traveling Salesperson Problem, a famous NP-Complete problem. Each heuristic is 
implemented on a personal computer using C++. The results of the heuristics are then 
compared against the best known solutions for specific well-studied instances of the 
problem.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Traveling Salesperson Problem

Suppose a traveling salesperson needs to visit twelve different cities on a sales 
route. In order to minimize the cost and length of the trip, the salesperson wishes to take 
the shortest overall route between all cities without visiting any city more than once. 
Although this seems like a simple task, the problem of the traveling salesperson has been 
the subject of intense study among mathematicians and computer scientists for decades.

Definitions

In order to explain the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP) in mathematical 
terms, we first require some definitions. First, a node or vertex is defined to be a 
coordinate pair representing a location in two-space. In the example above, each city can 
be represented with a vertex. An edge is defined to be a line connecting any two vertices. 
A road between two cities could be represented using an edge. Each edge has an 
associated weight or value. The weight of an edge can represent the distance, traveling 
time, or cost of travel between the two cities. Any collection of edges and vertices is 
referred to as a graph. A graph is said to be symmetric if for every pair of vertices (fi, B) 
the weight of edge AB is the same as the weight of edge BA. This paper will focus on 
fully connected symmetric graphs, or graphs in which every pair of vertices is connected 
by exactly one edge. Figure 1.1 shows a fully connected graph with eight vertices.

Figure 1.1: A fully connected graph with eight vertices.

A circuit in a graph is formed if we can start at a given vertex, travel along a set of edges, 
and return again to the starting vertex. The first graph in figure 1.2 contains a circuit 
from A->B->D->A. A circuit that visits every vertex in the graph exactly once is called 
a Hamiltonian circuit. We can see that the second graph in figure 1.2 contains a 
Hamiltonian circuit (A->B~>E->D->C->A), while the first graph clearly does not. A

fully connected graph with n vertices has distinct Hamiltonian circuits.2
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Figure 1.2: Two graphs. The graph on the left contains a circuit, but not a Hamiltonian circuit. The 
graph on the right contains both several circuits and a Hamiltonian circuit.

Now we are prepared to restate the generalized symmetric TSP. Suppose we are 
given a fully connected symmetric graph with n vertices and that the weight of each edge 
represents the distance between the two vertices connected by the edge. To solve the 
TSP, we must find a set of n edges such that the sum of the weights of the edges is 
minimized and such that the n edges form exactly one circuit.

Modern Applications of the Symmetric TSP

One of the aspects that first attracted me to examine the TSP is the wide variety of 
applications that it could have in everyday life. One very common application of the TSP 
is automated Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) microchip design. In VLSI, hundreds 
of thousands of points on a microchip are welded by a mechanical device. The device 
moves itself to each weld point, then returns to its starting location to begin a new chip.
In order to maximize production, the total distance that the device needs to move must be 
minimized. When each point is represented as a vertex and the motion of the device as a 
circuit, it becomes clear how VLSI design can be modeled as a TSP. Other common 
problems that can be modeled using a TSP include finding the quickest route to deliver 
newspapers, scheduling athletic matches so that teams travel as little as possible, or 
determining the most cost efficient flights in an airline flight schedule.

Why Is This Problem Hard?

Even when stated using mathematical terminology, the symmetric Traveling 
Salesperson Problem doesn’t initially seem very complicated. All we have to do is 
calculate the length of every possible circuit in a graph and find out which one is shortest. 
And since the number of vertices in any graph is finite, the number of circuits must be 
finite as well. Can’t we just feed all the information into a computer and let it figure 
everything out for us? Simply put: No.

The first obstacle we face when attempting to use a computer to help us solve the 
TSP is the task of teaching a computer to recognize a vertex or an edge. Once a
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computer can (at least virtually) represent vertices and edges, we must teach it to 
determine which sets of edges define a circuit, which edges are available or unavailable, 
and which vertices remain to be visited. Nevertheless, with the right choice of data 
structures, this obstacle can be overcome.

A more daunting obstacle is the rate at which the TSP grows as we add vertices. 
Suppose we want to find the shortest circuit in a fully connected graph with only 25 
vertices. Starting from any arbitrary vertex, we can move to any of the 24 remaining 
vertices. For each move thereafter, we have one fewer vertex to choose from. When we 
have visited all vertices, we make a final move that returns us to our starting point. Thus, 
we have 24*23*22...*3*2* 1 (or 24!) possible circuits. We can reduce the total number 
of circuits we need to examine by recognizing that half of the circuits are mirror images 
of the other half. (In a symmetric graph with vertices A, B, C, and D, the circuit ABCDA 
is the same length as ADCBA). If we leave the task of measuring each of these circuits 
to a computer that can examine one billion circuits every second (one circuit every 
nanosecond), we will have an answer in just under ten million years! Referring to 
table 1.1, we can see how quickly the problem grows. No matter how efficient our 
coding is, we cannot possibly expect to use a direct approach to finding the shortest path 
in a TSP.

Number of vertices Number of distinct circuits Time to examine all distinct 
circuits

5 12 1.2 x 10’s seconds
10 181,440 1.8 x 10"4 seconds
15 4.4 x 10lu 43.6 seconds
20 6.1 x 1016 1.93 years
25 3.10 x 1023 9.8 x 106 years
50 3.04 x 1062 9.6 x 104i years
100 4.67 x 10165 1.5 x 10139 years

Table 1.1: The number of distinct circuits in a TSP grows very quickly as the number of vertices
increases. Time to examine all distinct circuits is calculated assuming that one circuit can be 
examined every nanosecond.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss alternatives to using the direct approach for 
finding an optimal solution to any given TSP. Instead of calculating the length of every 
possible path, I examined algorithms that construct or improve upon a circuit using a 
select set of available edges. First, I implemented two very well-known circuit-creating 
algorithms to establish a benchmark. I then developed three original algorithms in an 
attempt to improve upon the well-known algorithms. Each algorithm was then tested on 
twenty-five well-studied instances of the TSP obtained from [4] and [5].
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Chapter 2: Well-Known Approaches to Approximating Optimal Solutions

The only known method for finding the shortest Hamiltonian circuit in a given 
fully connected graph is to examine all possible circuits. As demonstrated earlier, this 
approach proves impractical even for very small instances of the TSP. As a result, we 
may choose to search for nearly optimal circuits within the graph using algorithms that 
can run in a matter of hours or minutes rather than millennia. The two most well-known 
and widely studied algorithms of this nature are the nearest neighbor (NN) algorithm and 
the shortest edge first (SEF) algorithm. These algorithms are commonly referred to as 
greedy algorithms because they both build circuits by using the best available edge at any 
given time.

The Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

One of the simplest algorithms for finding a short path through a graph is called 
the nearest neighbor algorithm. In this algorithm (outlined below), we choose a starting 
vertex and proceed to move to the nearest vertex that does not complete the circuit.
When there are no vertices remaining, we complete the circuit by returning to the starting 
point.

1. Choose an arbitrary vertex at which to start. Call this vertex the current 
vertex.

2. Find the vertex nearest to the current vertex that has not yet been visited.
3. Travel to the nearest vertex, adding the length of the edge between the 

current vertex and the nearest vertex to the total circuit length. Repeat 
steps 2-4 using this vertex as the current vertex.

4. Once all vertices have been visited, add the length of the edge between the 
current vertex and the starting vertex to the total circuit length. The result 
is the length of this nearest neighbor circuit.

Figure 2.1: A fully connected graph with four vertices.

For an example of the nearest neighbor algorithm, let’s examine the graph in 
figure 2.1. Suppose we choose to start our algorithm at vertex J. The nearest vertex to 
A is B, so we move from A to B. From B, the closest vertex is now C. We move to C, 
and our current path length is 5 units. A is the closest vertex to C, but moving to A 
completes our circuit without visiting D. B is the next closest vertex, but we’ve already 
used the edge BC. So, we can only move to D. Now all vertices have been visited, so we
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must move from D back to A to complete the circuit. Our final path length is 1 + 4 + 9 + 
10 - 24 units.

The graph in figure 2.1 only contains four vertices, so it can clearly be seen that 
the nearest neighbor algorithm does not yield optimal results. Through some trial and 
error, we can find that if we move from A to B to D to C and back to A, our path length is 
only 18 units. The path found using the nearest neighbor algorithm was longer. The 
reason the nearest neighbor algorithm fails to find the optimal circuit is because it aims 
only to make decisions on a local basis. That is, edges are chosen based only on the 
information we have at a given point, not on the entire graph. In the nearest neighbor 
example given above, by moving from A to B to C, we have made use of the two shortest 
edges in the graph. Normally this would be good, except that in doing so we have locked 
ourselves in to using the two longest edges in the graph as well.

One important point to note is that NN frequently yields different circuits 
depending on which vertex is selected as the starting vertex. If in figure 2.1 we decided 
to start at vertex D instead of A, we would have first decided to travel from D to B, then 
to A, and on to C. Returning to D, we find the circuit length using NN starting at D is 18 
units, which is optimal. Thus, a thorough implementation of NN would examine circuits 
beginning at each vertex in a graph. However, even with this approach there is no 
guarantee of finding the optimal solution.

Although nearest neighbor does not always yield an optimal (or even reasonable) 
circuit, it does have some advantages. Once we’ve found acceptable data structures for 
representing vertices, edges, distances, graphs, and circuits, coding an implementation of 
the nearest neighbor algorithm is relatively simple. In addition, the total number of 
comparisons needed to find the shortest edge for a given vertex is at worst n. Creating a 
circuit through all vertices requires finding n shortest edges, so in the worst-case scenario 
for a graph with n vertices, we need to make n1 comparisons. Thus, we say this algorithm 
is <9(n2). This means that even when the number of vertices is large, we can find our 
circuit very quickly.

The Shortest Edge First Algorithm

The nearest neighbor algorithm attempts to create a circuit from start to finish 
using the shortest usable edge to move from vertex to vertex. As illustrated in the 
previous section, nearest neighbor only looks at the shortest edge available from a given 
vertex. It might be better if we could choose the shortest edge available in the entire 
graph instead of from a single vertex. This idea gives rise to the shortest edge first 
algorithm. In SEF, instead of choosing an arbitrary starting vertex, we simply start by 
choosing the very shortest edge in the graph.
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The SEF algorithm is as follows:

1. Find the shortest edge in the graph. Add this edge to the path.
2. Find the next shortest edge available in the graph. If adding this edge to the 

path completes a circuit before all vertices have been included, discard the 
edge. Otherwise, add the edge to the path.

3. Repeat step 2 until all vertices have been included in a single circuit.

Figure 2.2: The same graph shown in figure 2.1, repeated for convenience.

Referring to the graph in Figure 2.2, we can now apply the shortest edge first 
algorithm. The shortest edge in the graph is AB, so we add this edge to our path. The 
next shortest edge is AC (length = 3). After AC, CB is next shortest, but adding CB to 
our path gives us a circuit that does not contain vertex D. Thus, we discard CB and find 
BD is the next shortest edge. Finally, we see CD is next shortest, and adding it to our 
path completes a circuit. The length of our path is 1+3 + 5 + 9=18. In this case, SEF 
yielded an optimal path, but this won’t always happen. For example, applying SEF to the 
graph in figure 2.3 yields a circuit of length 22 (A->B->C->D->A), while the shortest 
circuit in the graph has a length of 17 (A->B->D->C->A). Just as with the nearest 
neighbor algorithm, we are not guaranteed to find the optimal path.

Figure 2.3: By changing the edge lengths from figure 2.2, we can create a graph for which SEF will not 
find an optimal circuit.

Although the shortest edge first algorithm doesn’t conceptually seem more 
difficult than the nearest neighbor algorithm, there are actually quite a few more steps 
than is first apparent. For example, step one tells us to find the shortest edge in the graph. 
In order to automate this process efficiently (on computer), we need to create 
representations of each edge in the graph and then sort the edges according to length. 
Thus, the efficiency of this algorithm becomes partially dependant upon the sorting 
algorithm we choose (see Chapter 4: Implementation and Analysis of Algorithms).

Second, in nearest neighbor we knew that each additional edge we added to the 
graph was already attached to our complete path. In the shortest edge first algorithm, we
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must not only check for incomplete circuits when we add an edge, but we must also 
check to see whether the new edge connects two independent “chains” to form a larger 
portion of the circuit. Figure 2.4 illustrates the process we need to go through in SEF to 
create a circuit.

Figure 2.4: Traversing the graph using the shortest edge first algorithm. After selecting the second edge, 
we have two distinct “chains”. When we select the fourth edge, we must connect the chains 
to form one longer chain.

The SEF algorithm improves upon NN by examining more information about a 
graph when selecting edges to use in a circuit. In doing this, however, SEF requires more 
time and computer memory to complete a circuit. If it is to prove a more useful 
algorithm, SEF will need to consistently create shorter circuits than NN.
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Chapter 3: Original Improvements on the Well-Known Algorithms

Although both the nearest neighbor and shortest edge first algorithms generally 
provide reasonable length paths for a given TSP graph in a short period of time, there 
remains room for improvement. In this section, I will discuss three of my original 
algorithms and how they differ from the two well-known algorithms discussed in the 
previous chapter. Each algorithm attempts to use more information about a graph in 
order to make better decisions about which edges to use in a circuit. Although they may 
take longer to run than NN or SEF, we will hope that they generate shorter circuits.

The Preferred Edges Two-Opt Algorithm

One glaring flaw with both the nearest neighbor and shortest edge first algorithms 
is that they seek to find the optimal path by choosing the best edge available at any given 
time. Frequently, this leaves us “locked in” to poor edge choices towards the end of the 
circuit (since there are no alternatives remaining). For example, suppose that the nearest 
neighbor algorithm produces the circuit shown in figure 3.1. We can see that somehow 
we were forced into choosing the edges AB and CD, which are clearly not good choices.

Figure 3.1: When a circuit crosses itself, two-opting can make improvements.

To remedy the poor choice of edges in figure 3.1, we can implement a well- 
known technique called two-opting [2]. Two-opting involves selecting two edges (such 
as AB and CD) and examining all other possible paths between the four vertices (cities) 
they connect in an attempt to find a shorter overall path. In figure 3.1, this means that we 
need to examine edges AD and BC and edges AC and BD. Choosing edges AD and BC 
for our two-opt leaves us with a divided graph with two disjoint circuits (figure 3.2). As 
a result, attempting to perform a two-opt with these edges would be considered 
unsuccessful. If, on the other hand, we choose edges AC and BD for our two-opt, the 
circuit remains intact and our total circuit length is reduced.
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Figure 3.2: Two-opting edges AB and CD from figure 3.1 can result in either of these configurations.

The preferred edges two-opt (PETO) algorithm starts with an existing circuit 
(created using NN, SEF, or some other algorithm) and attempts to improve the circuit 
length by using two-opts. The original aspect of this algorithm is that prior to creating a 
circuit, all edges available are ranked according to their length and the shortest five edges 
from each vertex are marked as preferred. Once a circuit is generated, we can isolate 
any edges used in the circuit that are not preferred and examine them for the possibility of 
a two-opt. The full algorithm is as follows:

1. Sort all available edges according to length. Assign a rank to each edge.
2. Mark each of the shortest five edges for each vertex as preferred.
3. Use an existing algorithm to create a circuit for this graph.
4. In the completed circuit, identify any edges that are not marked as preferred.
5. Select two arbitrary non-preferred edges and attempt a two-opt.
6. Repeat step 5 until all non-preferred edges have been attempted.

Although PETO is significantly faster than the direct approach presented in the 
first chapter, its speed is certainly limited by our choice of the initial circuit-generating 
algorithm. As a result, PETO sacrifices speed in exchange for the potential to find a 
shorter circuit.

The Outliers-First Algorithm

To this point, each of the algorithms described involves (in some way) building a 
circuit beginning with the shortest available edges. While these algorithms generally 
produce short circuits, they share a common problem. As we approach completion of a 
circuit, we are forced more and more frequently to select “bad” edges for our path simply 
because they are the only ones that fit. This technique generally creates graphs that 
include several of the shortest and longest edges in the graph.

* The PETO algorithm requires that an arbitrary number of edges be marked as preferred. My 
implementation marks five edges, but other implementations can mark more or fewer edges for 
improvement.
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The outliers-first (OF) algorithm takes somewhat of a reverse approach to 
building a circuit. Using greedy algorithms (like NN or SEF) helps us to visit the vertices 
that are very close to one another, but frequently leaves outlying vertices until the end of 
the circuit (refer to figure 3.3). Outliers-first visits the outlying vertices first, thus 
utilizing the best of their edges (which are generally very long) and filling in holes with 
short edges which presumably lie closer to the center of the graph.

Figure3.3: Circuit generated using SEF on data set XQF131. Notice that the
right-most point connects to one of the left-most points.

Outliers-first begins by sorting the edges of each vertex individually. Each vertex 
then has one edge that we can call its “shortest edge.” Next, we determine which of the 
“shortest edges” is longest. The vertex associated with that edge is presumably the most 
distantly removed from the rest of the graph. Thus, we want to add the shortest edge 
from that vertex to the circuit. The actual algorithm is as follows:

1. Sort all edges by vertex according to length.
2. Determine which vertex is the most distantly removed from the rest of the 

graph by examining the shortest edge associated with each vertex. Call this 
vertex the “current vertex” and its shortest edge the “current edge.”

3. If the current vertex already has two edges in the circuit, discard all remaining 
edges associated with this vertex. Otherwise, add the current edge.

4. Repeat steps 2-4 until a circuit is complete.

Implementation of the OF algorithm is very similar to that of SEF. Like SEF, 
outliers-first builds a circuit one edge at a time. Because each additional edge may or 
may not connect with other edges already included in the circuit, we’ll use our chaining 
technique for the non-adjacent edges we choose to create our circuit. Also, since the 
algorithm requires that all edges be sorted according to length, the running time of
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outliers-first is dependent upon the sorting method we choose. As a result, we would 
expect OF to execute on the same order of time as SEF.

The Outliers-First Lag-Adjusted Algorithm

Edge selection in the OF method relies solely upon the length of the shortest edge 
associated with a vertex. In certain situations, though, this selection process can still 
cause us to make poor edge choices while creating a circuit. For example, suppose that 
we have a graph with many vertices located in close proximity to each other and two 
outlier vertices, A and B, such that AB is the shortest edge in the graph, while all other 
edges involving A or B are among the longest available in the graph (figure 3.4). In this 
case, vertices A and B are not appropriately recognized as outliers because the shortest 
edge for both of them has the best overall rank. It would be much more beneficial to our 
circuit if we chose to use AB first, then tried to connect A and B to the rest of the graph.

A.
B*

Figure 3.4: A graph that would cause problems for unmodified OF.

In order to improve the circuits created by OF, we can alter the way in which we 
detect outliers. One possible solution is to look at the difference in ranks among edges 
for a vertex. In other words, the gap in rank between the best and worst edges of vertices 
may more accurately indicate which vertices are outliers. For example, a vertex 
associated with edges ranked first, tenth, and eleventh would be more likely to be an 
outlier than one with edge ranks of fourth, fifth, and sixth. By making this slight 
modification, we produce the outliers-first lag-adjusted (OFL) algorithm as follows:

1. Sort all edges by vertex according to length.
2. Determine which vertex is the most distantly removed from the rest of the 

graph by comparing the relative rankings of the shortest and longest edges 
associated with each vertex. Call this vertex the ‘current vertex’ and its 
shortest edge the ‘current edge’.

3. If the current vertex already has two edges in the circuit, discard all 
remaining edges associated with this vertex. Otherwise, add the current 
edge.

4. Repeat steps 2-4 until a circuit is complete.

Implementation of OFL is almost identical to the implementation of OF. Instead 
of choosing edges based on the rank of the shortest edge, we instead choose based on the
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lag between the best and worst edges. As a result, OF and OFL are expected to execute 
in very similar times.

CORETTE LIBRARY 
CARROLL COLLEGE
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Chapter 4: Implementation and Analysis of Algorithms

After establishing a small set of class objects that we can work with (described in 
Appendix C and implemented in Appendix D), we are ready to implement our 
algorithms. The simplest algorithm both conceptually and programmatically is nearest 
neighbor, so naturally NN was the first algorithm I implemented. Results from NN and 
SEF tests are used as a benchmark for circuit length and time.

The Nearest Neighbor Algorithm Implementation and Analysis

In the NN algorithm, we choose some arbitrary starting vertex and repeatedly 
move to the closest available vertex that does not complete a circuit until all vertices have 
been visited. For this implementation, and for all other algorithms I’ve implemented,
I’ve chosen to represent vertices with City objects and the paths between vertices with 
edge objects. Refer to Appendix D for the C++ implementation of the nearest neighbor 
algorithm.

The nearest neighbor function takes six parameters. A Boolean value WriteToFile 
signifies whether the circuit produced by the function is to be recorded and saved in a 
file. FileToWrite, a string of characters, holds the name of the circuit’s destination file. 
All Cities that will be examined by the function are contained in the Map object MyMap. 
An integer MaxSize tells exactly how many cities the function should expect. Finally, 
two integer arrays of size MaxSize, NotYetVisited and AlreadyVisited, provide structures 
to determine which Cities have (or have not) been visited yet.

Two helper functions are declared along with the Nearest Neighbor function. The 
function Completed takes two parameters, a reference to the array AlreadyVisited and the 
integer MaxSize, and returns an integer value of 0 or 1. Completed is called after each 
iteration of our code to determine whether all Cities have been visited. If the circuit is 
completed, the Completed function returns 1; otherwise, it returns 0. The function 
NextClosest takes four parameters: the current city’s index, a reference to MyMap, a 
pointer to NotYetVisited, and the integer MaxSize. NextClosest cycles through all edges 
associated with the current vertex and finds the shortest usable edge (i.e., the next closest 
City). The return from NextClosest is an integer representing the index of the next City 
in MyMap to visit.

Initially, all entries in NotYetVisited are set to 1 (true) and all entries in 
AlreadyVisited are set to 0 (false). An arbitrary starting City is chosen and its index in 
MyMap is stored in the integer StartCityIndex. We must keep track of which City we 
start in so we can determine when we’ve finished. Starting in City StartCity Index, we 
determine which City to travel to next by calling NextClosest and storing the return in 
NextCityIndex. The distance between the two Cities is calculated using a simple distance 
formula and added to a running total, and the process is repeated using NextCitylndex as 
the current index and finding its nearest neighbor. When the circuit is completed,
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(Completed = 1), the total distance is output and the function NearestNeighbor 
terminates.

Generally speaking, the array implementation of NN is very fast. For a given 
graph with n vertices, NN will make at most n calls to NextClosest, which will loop at 
most n times when trying to find the closest neighbor. As a result, we should never make 
more than n2 loops when finding a circuit. In testing, NN found circuits ranging from 
sixteen to fifty-six percent longer than an optimal path. NN was also able to construct 
paths for data sets with up to 5087 points in less than 10 seconds.

The Shortest Edge First Algorithm Implementation and Analysis

In the nearest neighbor algorithm, we built a circuit by moving from one City to 
another. Thus, in order to find the next City to move to, we only needed to examine n 
edges. If we attempted the same strategy in the implementation of shortest edge first, we

would need to compare the lengths of n(« + l) edges. In order to improve our search for

the shortest edge available, we can instead sort all edges according to length and, using 
an edgeList object, access the shortest available edge at any given time (which will be the 
first edge in the edgeList).

The shortest edge first function takes four parameters. As with NN, we need to 
pass a reference to a Map object (MyMap), the number of City objects in MyMap 
(MaxSize), a parameter to signify whether a file should be recorded (WriteToFile), and 
the name of the file to be written (FileToWrite).

The first step in the implementation of SEF involves sorting all available edges in 
MyMap. For this task, I used an implementation of MergeSort, which was borrowed 
from [3]. MergeSort is a recursive sorting routine that sorts a linked list of elements by 
repeatedly breaking it into smaller elements, which can be more easily sorted. Although 
MergeSort is one of the fastest available sorting routines, it still significantly increases 
the overall function run-time as the number of total edges increases. Once all of the 
edges of MyMap (contained in My Map. AllPaths) are sorted, we can say that the length of 
each successive edge vn AllPaths is equal to or greater than all previous edges. If we 
copy the shortest edge and remove it from AllPaths, the new first edge is now the shortest 
available edge.

As mentioned in the second chapter of this paper, the actual implementation of 
SEF involves storing multiple “chains” of edges that can be linked to make an entire 
circuit. To model the chaining process, I used an array of pointers to edgeLists that will 
store any “chains” as they are being built. Each chain is represented by an edgeList, and 
as we are building a circuit, any chains we create are stored in CurrentEdgeLists, an n 
dimensional array of edgeLists. In this way, we can create our circuit by adding edges to
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the chains, then merging chains if they contain common endpoints. The connectLists 
function in class edgeList is used to merge chains when necessary.

In a way, we can draw a parallel between creating a chain of edges and creating a 
domino chain. Suppose we are given the six dominos in figure 4.1 and are told that we 
must use them in order from left to right to create a domino circuit.

•

•
• •

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
Figure 4.1: Six dominos shown from left to right in the order in which we should try to use 

them.

We begin by using the first domino and creating a new chain with it (figure 4.2).

•

Figure 4.2: After using our first available domino, we only have one chain.

The second available domino cannot be added to chain 1, but we can still use it by 
placing it in a new chain (figure 4.3).

Chain 1

Chain 2

Figure 4.3: Since the first and second dominos don’t share any common numbers, the second 
domino is used to start a new chain.

The next available domino shares a three with chain 2 and a blank with chain 1. Thus, 
this domino can be used to join the lists together as shown in figure 4.4. Notice that after 
this move, we can no longer use any dominos that have a three or a blank. Thus, the next 
two available dominos must be discarded.
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Figure 4.4: Chain 1 and chain 2 from figure 4.3 can be joined by the next available domino. 
Chain 2 is deleted, and all dominos in chain 2 are moved to chain 1.

Finally, adding the last available domino returns us to the first number in our chain. (We 
have a one on both ends of the chain.) The circuit-building process in SEF is very similar 
to the domino chain building process just described. Each domino can represent an edge 
in our Map, and each number on a domino represents a City.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Figure 4.5: Once all numbers have been used twice, we need to make sure that both ends of the 
one remaining chain match. If they do, the circuit has been completed; if not, we 
need to try more dominos.

Each time we take the shortest available edge from AllPaths, we need to 
determine whether or not we can use it in our circuit. To do this, we need to know at 
least two things. First, we must determine whether either of the Cities connected by this 
edge has already been visited by two edges. If one has, this edge cannot be used.
Second, we need to determine whether this edge can be added to any existing chain of 
edges. If it can’t be added to an existing chain, we must create a new chain. If it can be 
added, we need to find out if it connects two chains, creates a premature circuit in one 
chain, or just attaches to one end of a chain. I use a two-dimensional array of integers, 
EdgesLeftArray, (nx 2 array where n is the number of cities in MyMap) to track which 
Cities have been visited by which edges. The first element in EdgesLeftArray tells us 
how many edges in our circuit include any given City as an endpoint. If the first element 
in each index of EdgesLeftArray corresponding to the endpoints of the current edge is 
less than 2, the edge can be used in our circuit (neither City has been visited twice). The 
second element of EdgesLeftArray tells us which chains contain a City. If both Cities 
connected by an edge are contained in two different chains, then those two chains can be 
joined by the edge. If the cities are contained in the same chain, then this edge will link 
the ends of the chain to form a circuit.

For relatively small instances of the TSP, my implementation of the shortest 
edges first algorithm successfully creates a circuit in nearly the same amount of time it 
takes NN to create a circuit. When run on data sets with up to 1500 cities, SEF took at 
most four seconds more than NN to find a circuit. In eighteen out of nineteen tests of 
data sets with fewer than 1500 vertices, the circuit produced by SEF was shorter than the
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one produced by NN. As the number of vertices continued to grow, however, the speed 
of SEF quickly deteriorated. When run on a data set with 2481 vertices, SEF completed a 
circuit in nearly three minutes, compared to only 2 seconds for NN. A data set with 2993 
vertices took over 34 minutes, and no data sets larger than 3000 vertices completed in 
less than one day. NN finished a circuit for a data set with 5087 vertices in only nine 
seconds.

According to the test results, SEF always takes longer than NN to find a circuit. 
One reason is because SEF needs to look at many more possibilities than NN. At any 
point in the execution of the NN algorithm, we already know one of the cities included in 
our next edge. Thus, we only need to find the one city that is closest to our current 
location. In SEF, on the other hand, we begin with a list of all of the edges in our Map 
and try adding each successive edge as we cycle through them.

Another reason that SEF takes longer is that it uses several extra steps to 
determine whether an edge can be used. In NN, all we need to know to find out if an 
edge can be used is whether the next nearest vertex has been visited. In SEF, we need to 
know if a vertex has been visited by 0, 1, or 2 edges, if adding an edge connects two 
existing chains, and whether an edge completes a premature circuit. Checking this 
information means adding many extra lines of code that take longer to execute.

Finally, we need to remember that the execution time of SEF is dependent upon 
the execution time of the sorting method we choose. As mentioned previously, the edges 
in our graph are sorted using MergeSort, which is a very fast sorting method. As fast as 
MergeSort is, though, it still increases the run time of our algorithm. As the number of 
vertices in our graph increases, the time it takes to sort the edges in the graph increases as 
well.

The Preferred Edges Two-Opt Algorithm Implementation and Analysis

As mentioned in the original description of the preferred edges two-opt algorithm, 
PETO takes an existing circuit and attempts to improve upon it by two-opting various 
edges. In my implementation of PETO, I use an adaptation of the SEF algorithm to 
create an initial path, then flag edges that may be improved upon, and attempt two-opts 
on flagged edges.

In theory, we could attempt to perform a two-opt on any two edges in our 
completed circuit. Mathematically, that means that for a Map with n Cities, we would

n(n — 1)need to attempt---------two-opts to improve all edges. In reality, though, we know that

most of the edges in an initial circuit are relatively short and probably will be contained 
in an optimal circuit. It is only the excessively long edges in our circuit, the ones where 
we are forced to make a bad choice, that we are truly concerned about. If, while we are
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creating our initial circuit, we mark any “bad” edges, we can focus on this smaller set of 
edges with which we can attempt our two-opts.

The implementation of PETO begins with a slight alteration from the SEF 
algorithm. Like the implementation of SEF, we begin by creating a Map and sorting all 
edges according to length. At this point, we select an arbitrary number of edges for each 
City that will be considered “preferred.” In my implementation, I flag the shortest five 
edges associated with each City as preferred. Then, the SEF algorithm is run on the 
sorted edges. After the circuit is created, we loop through the circuit to find the location 
of the edges that are non-preferred and store the information in the integer array 
TwoOptPossibleEdges. A non-negative entry in the z',h index of TwoOptPossibleEdges 
implies that the z,th edge in our circuit is non-preferred. Once we know where the non
preferred edges are, we are almost ready to begin two-opting.

In order to call the TwoOpt function, we are required first to translate our circuit 
from a linked list representation to an array representation. A three-dimensional array of 
floating point numbers, PathArray, is used to store translated edge information. The first 
two dimensions of PathArray store the indices of the cities that an edge connects, while 
the third dimension stores the length of the edge. PathArray is created so that the first 
index of the a?’1' element of PathArray is equal to the second index of the (zz+l)4*1 element. 
This structure allows us to think of edges in terms of head and tail ends. The tail end of 
one edge must always connect to the head end of another edge. As a result, we can 
guarantee that a two-opt will not create two disjoint sub-circuits by simply ensuring that 
no head end ever connects to another head end and no tail end ever connects to another 
tail end.

For each non-negative pair of elements in TwoOptPossibleEdges, we can try to 
two-opt edges. The Boolean function TwoOpt takes five parameters and returns True if a 
two-opt is performed. The parameters edgel and edge2 hold the indices of the edges in 
the circuit that are eligible for two-opting. PathArray, a pointer to the array holding the 
current circuit, is passed as a parameter so that we can access all information related to 
the edges edgel and edge2. The Map object MyMap and the integer MaxSize are also 
passed so that we can calculate the distances of the other edges connecting the cities 
involved in the two-opt.

The two-opt process itself is a relatively simple algorithm. From our two edges, 
edgel and edge2, we can find four cities, A, B, C, and D. If edgel connects A and B, and 
edge2 connects C and D, then our potential two-opt should involve edges AD and CB (so 
that the head of edgel connects to the tail of edge2 and vice versa). If the sum of the 
lengths of AD and CB is greater than the sum of the lengths of AB and CD, then two- 
opting edgel and edge2 will not reduce the overall circuit length and the function 
TwoOpt returns False. If, however, the sum of the new edges is less than the sum of the 
old ones, then the two-opt will be performed. Edgel and edge2 are replaced in 
PathArray by the two new edges, and the order of the edges in PathArray between edgel
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and edge2 is reversed. The two-opt is completed, TwoOpt returns True, and 
TwoOptPossibleEdges is updated to show that edgel and edge2 are no longer eligible for 
two-opting. When there are no remaining edges available for two-opting, the Preferred 
function returns the length of the circuit it created and terminates.

Since this implementation of PETO uses SEF to create its initial circuit, its 
execution time is always longer than SEF. For relatively small graphs, the difference 
between SEF and PETO is almost undetectable. For graph instances with up to 2036 
vertices, the difference in execution times is less than one second. For a test instance of 
2993 vertices, however, SEF finished execution more than one hour before PETO did. 
Conversely, since PETO only performs two-opts if the resulting circuit is shorter than the 
original one, PETO always produces a circuit that is shorter than or equal to the one 
produced by SEF.

The Outliers-First and Outliers-First Lag-Adjusted Algorithms Implementation and Analysis

The outliers-first and outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithms differ only in the 
methods they use to select the next edge to try in our circuit. As a result their coded 
implementations are almost identical. In addition, because both algorithms were inspired 
by observations of SEF, OF and OFL both use a chaining technique to create new 
circuits.

Like SEF and PETO, the OF and OFL functions take four parameters: a reference 
to a Map object (MyMap), the size of the Map (MaxSize), the name of the circuit 
destination file (FileToWrite), and a Boolean parameter to tell whether or not to write the 
circuit to the destination file. Again, we’ll store our edge chains in an array called 
CurrentEdgeLists while the circuit is being constructed.

Recall that in SEF, all available edges were stored in a single sorted list. When 
we wanted to try another edge, we merely took the first one in the list. For OF and OFL, 
our algorithm calls for us to find the shortest edge associated with any given vertex. In 
order to accomplish this, we sort and rank a list with all edges, then divide the edges of 
that list into sub-lists. Because each edge has two vertices associated with it, we need 
two copies of each edge so that we can place the edge in the lists associated with each 
vertex. When we are finished, each vertex should have an ordered list of all edges 
associated with it.

Once the edges are sorted, ranked, and divided into groups according to the 
vertices they connect, we are ready to begin creating a circuit. For OF, this means that 
we compare the ranks of the first elements of each vertex list. The list whose shortest 
edge has the worst rank is selected, and we try to use that edge in our circuit. For OFL, 
we compare the difference in rank between the shortest and longest edges associated with 
each vertex. We then use the shortest edge associated with the vertex that has the largest 
“lag” between shortest and longest vertices.
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In both OF and OFL, once a vertex has contributed two edges to the circuit, no 
other edges associated with that vertex can be considered for the circuit. As a result, we 
can delete all remaining edges in the vertex’s edge list. In addition, we can delete each 
edge that connects any other vertex to the current one. This means that we need to search 
through each other vertex’s list of edges to find which ones can be deleted.

Unfortunately, the deletion process adds a tremendous amount of overhead to our 
algorithm. To delete all edges associated with a given vertex from a set of n lists (a graph 
of n vertices), we need to examine an average of n2/2 edges each time we add an edge to 
our graph. If we decide not to remove edges when a vertex becomes unavailable, both 
OF and OFL fail to run properly. For an example of what goes wrong, refer to figure 4.6 
using OFL.

A A 1 B A 4 C A 6 E A 8 D

B B 1 A B 2 D B 5 C B 9 E

C C 3 D C 4 A C 5 B C 7 E—•
D D 2 B D 3 C D 8 A D 10 E

E E 6 A E 7 C E 9 B E 10 D
Figure 4.6: Sorted and ranked edge lists for a graph with five vertices.

Examining the lag of each list, we see that vertices B and D both have the worst 
lag with 8. If we arbitrarily choose to use the B, then we add edge AB to the circuit. By 
deciding not to delete the edge AB from A’s edge list, we see that the lag of vertex A 
remains 7, whereas the true lag of A should be only 4. This means that our algorithm 
will continue to see vertex A as an outlier until its first edge is removed. As graphs grow 
larger, leaving unavailable edges in edge lists frequently causes unpredictable algorithm 
behavior. It is for this reason that I decided to remove unavailable edges from each edge 
list as soon as they become unavailable.

The performance of both OF and OFL leaves much to be desired. Even for 
relatively small graphs, the run time of both algorithms far exceeded run times of NN, 
SEF, and PETO. The largest circuit completed in less than one day for both algorithms 
contained only 1436 vertices. Even for graphs with 500 vertices, both OF and OFL ran 
for 30 seconds more than NN, SEF, and PETO. In addition, OF consistently failed to 
return circuits that were shorter than even NN, and OFL never performed better than SEF 
or PETO. As a result, the use of either of these implementations to approximate the 
optimal length of a TSP circuit for graphs of more than 500 vertices would be ill advised.

The largest factor leading to the unreasonable run times of OF and OFL lies in the 
removal of unavailable edges from edge lists. As mentioned previously, there is no
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efficient way to remove all edges associated with a given vertex using the selected data 
structures. As a result, most of the execution time of the algorithm is spent finding and 
removing edges that may make little difference in the total circuit length. As of yet this 
issue remains unresolved.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the test results (summarized in the table in Appendix A and graphs in 
Appendix B), we can begin to draw some basic conclusions regarding the effectiveness of 
each algorithm discussed in this paper. Given enough processing time and memory 
space, each algorithm can be used to find a circuit for any given set of vertices. For small 
graphs, any of the algorithms finds a circuit in a relatively small amount of time, but as 
graphs grow larger, we need to examine the trade-off between finding a better circuit 
length and processing time.

The nearest neighbor algorithm was, in every test instance, the quickest to find a 
circuit. NN successfully created circuits for all data sets, with a running time averaging 
less than one thousandth of a second per vertex. In addition to being constructed very 
quickly, circuits created by NN were only 28% longer than optimal circuits. As a result, 
NN is a very effective algorithm to quickly estimate the length of the optimal circuit in a 
graph.

The shortest edge first algorithm performed more slowly than NN in every test 
instance. While the time difference is very small for graphs with less than 1500 vertices, 
the increased complexity of SEF over NN results in a much slower creation of circuits as 
graph size grew past 2000 vertices. The effects of the slowdown seem to grow 
exponentially as graph sizes grow. For a data set with 2993 vertices, SEF found a circuit 
in less than one hour. When run on a data set with 3954 vertices, SEF failed to find a 
circuit after a whole day of computing.

Even though SEF lags behind NN in circuit completion time, it almost always 
creates shorter circuits than NN. On average, SEF created circuits 20% longer than 
optimal, which is significantly better than NN. In general, SEF works especially well for 
graphs with less than 2500 vertices and almost always outperforms NN in overall circuit 
length. As such, unmodified SEF can be used to quickly find circuits for small graphs, 
but should be avoided if graph size exceeds 3000.

Modifying SEF by adding a two-opt capability will always result in the creation 
of a circuit that is shorter than or equal to the circuit created by SEF. However, by 
implementing the two-opt capability, the total running time for PETO is always greater 
than or equal to that of SEF. If PETO is to prove more useful than SEF, the resulting 
circuit must be significantly shorter than that found by SEF without significantly 
increasing the running time. Although the lengths of PETO circuits are always less than 
SEF circuits, the average difference between the two is less than one percent. Thus, 
unless one seeks the absolute best circuit length that can be provided by any of these five 
algorithms, PETO is not highly recommended.

In the future, several modifications can be made to PETO in order to improve 
both run-time and circuit length. First, the implementation of PETO used throughout this
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paper involved building a circuit using the SEF algorithm. Run time on large graphs can 
be dramatically reduced by using NN to create the initial circuit, then looking for 
optimizations. Second, my PETO implementation attempts two-opts on edges that are 
“non-preferred,” or not among the best edges associated with a vertex. If we observe that 
a two-opt can be used to improve circuit length wherever two edges in an existing circuit 
cross, we can better isolate edges to two-opt. Finding an efficient process to determine 
whether any two edges cross each other may prove difficult, but would greatly improve 
overall circuit length.

Of all five algorithms implemented, the outliers-first and outliers-first lag- 
adjusted algorithms consistently took the longest time to find circuits. Run times for both 
algorithms were so long that no circuits could be produced for graphs larger than 1500 
vertices in less than one day. The largest reason for the slow run times is not in the 
algorithms themselves, but in a small portion of their implementations. As discussed in 
Chapter 4 of this paper, the deletion of ineligible edges is terribly inefficient and results 
in a dramatic increase in the complexity of both algorithms. If an efficient way can be 
found to delete ineligible edges from the lists of eligible edges, run times can be expected 
to decrease quickly.

For every data set, the circuit created by the OF algorithm is longer than circuits 
created by all other algorithms. OF circuits are on average 50% longer than optimal 
circuits. Circuits created using OFL, on the other hand, average only 24% longer than 
optimal, which is better than NN. Because OFL can be used to find relatively short 
circuits, I believe that the idea of visiting outliers first may be very effective in creating 
circuits if we can find a more effective method for isolating outlying vertices. Possible 
improvements on the outlier-first method may include calculating the average rank of 
edges associated with each vertex or examining the ranks of only selected edges from 
each vertex (e.g., examining the ranks of the first ten edges). These suggestions require 
more time to determine which edge should be used next, but also increase the amount of 
information we are using to isolate outliers.

In addition to the previously mentioned improvement possibilities for each of the 
algorithms, there remains potential for the observation of trends in the circuits created by 
my original algorithms. For instance, it may be possible (through examining circuit 
graphs from Appendix B) to visually identify vertices or edges that cause problems for 
certain algorithms. Through these observations, suggestions for further improvements to 
any of the algorithms might be made to account for shortcomings.
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The following table contains the test results of each of the five implemented 
algorithms on 25 different data sets. Tests were run on a personal computer 
using an AMD Athlon 1000 MHz processor. The Time column shows the total 
time (in seconds) it took for an algorithm to create a circuit. The Circuit Length 
column holds the length of the circuit created. If an optimal circuit length is 
available, the percentage difference column holds the relative percentage 
difference between the newly created circuit length and the optimal length. A 
hyphen in any cell implies that an algorithm was not tested against a data set.

Data Set Cities Algorithm Time (s) Path Length Optimal Length % diff
att48 48 NN 0 39236.9 33876 16%
att48 48 SEF 0 40160.4 33876 19%
att48 48 PETO 0 40160.4 33876 19%
att48 48 OF 0 40988.3 33876 21%
att48 48 OFL 0 41175 33876 22%
xqf131 131 NN 0 696.999 564 24%
xqf131 131 SEF 0 686.794 564 22%
xqf131 131 PETO 0 685.322 564 22%
xqf131 131 OF 0 758.434 564 34%
xqf131 131 OFL 1 726.347 564 29%
xqg237 237 NN 0 1340.29 1019 32%
xqg237 237 SEF 0 1233.64 1019 21%
xqg237 237 PETO 0 1206.91 1019 18%
xqg237 237 OF 1 1413.05 1019 39%
xqg237 237 OFL 1 1275.36 1019 25%
gil262 262 NN 0 3095.55 Unknown N/A
gil262 262 SEF 0 2686.49 Unknown N/A
gil262 262 PETO 0 2654.86 Unknown N/A
gil262 262 OF 2 3446.51 Unknown N/A
gil262 262 OFL 2 2783.84 Unknown N/A
pma343 343 NN 0 2134.62 1368 56%
pma343 343 SEF 0 1672.32 1368 22%
pma343 343 PETO 0 1668.46 1368 22%
pma343 343 OF 3 2277.6 1368 66%
pma343 343 OFL 5 1776.44 1368 30%
pbn423 423 NN 0 1828.64 1365 34%
pbn423 423 SEF 1 1627.06 1365 19%
pbn423 423 PETO 1 1617.49 1365 18%
pbn423 423 OF 7 1962.4 1365 44%
pbn423 423 OFL 8 1720.25 1365 26%
pbm436 436 NN 0 1672.27 1443 16%
pbm436 436 SEF 0 1803.13 1443 25%
pbm436 436 PETO 0 1773.15 1443 23%
pbm436 436 OF 8 2197.43 1443 52%
pbm436 436 OFL 8 1831.44 1443 27%
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Data Set Cities Algorithm Time (s) Path Length Optimal Length % diff
dja1436 1436 NN 1 6585.33 5257 25%
dja1436 1436 SEF 5 6174.09 5257 17%
dja1436 1436 PETO 6 6126.06 5257 17%
dja1436 1436 OF 5,898 8133.78 5257 55%
dja1436 1436 OFL 71,263 6473.33 5257 23%
icw1483 1483 NN 1 5740.68 4416 30%
icw1483 1483 SEF 6 5470.07 4416 24%
icw1483 1483 PETO 7 5427.5 4416 23%
icw1483 1483 OF - - 4416 -
icw1483 1483 OFL - - 4416 -
fra1488 1488 NN 1 5467.62 4264 28%
fra1488 1488 SEF 6 5398.99 4264 27%
fra1488 1488 PETO 7 5371.64 4264 26%
fra 1488 1488 OF - - 4264 -
fra1488 1488 OFL - - 4264 -
djb2036 2036 NN 2 8220.52 6197 33%
djb2036 2036 SEF 14 7587.12 6197 22%
djb2036 2036 PETO 14 7562.21 6197 22%
djb2036 2036 OF - - 6197 -
djb2036 2036 OFL - - 6197 -
rbw2481 2481 NN 2 10005.8 Unknown N/A
rbw2481 2481 SEF 156 9195.63 Unknown N/A
rbw2481 2481 PETO 172 9184.01 Unknown N/A
rbw2481 2481 OF - - Unknown N/A
rbw2481 2481 OFL - - Unknown N/A
xva2993 2993 NN 3 11262.2 Unknown N/A
xva2993 2993 SEF 2,077 10076.5 Unknown N/A
xva2993 2993 PETO 2,744 9991.04 Unknown N/A
xva2993 2993 OF - - Unknown N/A
xva2993 2993 OFL - - Unknown N/A
dkf3954 3954 NN 5 15646.9 Unknown N/A
dkf3954 3954 SEF - - Unknown N/A
dkf3954 3954 PETO - - Unknown N/A
dkf3954 3954 OF - - Unknown N/A
dkf3954 3954 OFL - - Unknown N/A
bgf4475 4475 NN 6 16812.1 Unknown N/A
bgf4475 4475 SEF - - Unknown N/A
bgf4475 4475 PETO - - Unknown N/A
bgf4475 4475 OF - - Unknown N/A
bgf4475 4475 OFL - - Unknown N/A
fqm5087 5087 NN 9 17337.6 Unknown N/A
fqm5087 5087 SEF - - Unknown N/A
fqm5087 5087 PETO - - Unknown N/A
fqm5087 5087 OF - - Unknown N/A
fqm5087 5087 OFL - - Unknown N/A
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Appendix B: Graphic Circuit Display

This appendix contains graphical depictions of the paths created using the 
algorithms discussed in the body of this paper. Graphs were created using a C++ 
graphics package called EzWindows [1],

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set att48. Att48 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [4]

Figure att48.1: The optimal circuit for att48.
Circuit length = 33876

TSP Display Ncurest Neiybtw

Figure att48.2 The circuit created by the nearest neighbor
algorithm for att48.
Circuit length = 39236.9
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Figure att48.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first 
algorithm for att48.
Circuit length = 40160.4

Figure att48.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt
algorithm for att48.
Circuit length = 40160.4
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Data Set: att48

The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm
for att48.
Circuit length = 40988.3
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data setxq/737. Xqfl31 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Wendt 32

Figure xqf!31.1: The optimal circuit for xqfl31.
Circuit length = 564

xqfl31.
Circuit length = 696.999
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filTSP Display—Shortest Edges First

Figure xqfl31.3: The circuit created by the shortest edges first algorithm for 
xqfl31.
Circuit length = 686.794

algorithm for xqfl31. 
Circuit length = 685.322
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Data Set: xqf!31

Bi fSP Di«phy- Out
f

Figure xqfl31.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm forxqfl3I. 
Circuit length = 758.434

Circuit length = 726.347
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set xqg23 7. Xqg237 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [5],
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Figure xqg237.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for xqg237. 
Circuit length = 1233.64

Figure xqg237.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for 
xqg237.
Circuit length = 1206.91
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Data Set: xqg237

Figure xqg237.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for xqg237. 
Circuit length =1413.05

Figure xqg237.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for
xqg237.
Circuit length = 1275.36
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Data Set: gil262

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set gil262. Gil262 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [4], No 
optimal circuit information was available for this data set.
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Figure gil262.2: The circuit created by the shortest edges first algorithm for
gil262.
Circuit Length: 2686.49
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Figure gil262.3: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm
for gil262.
Circuit Length: 2654.86
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Figure gil262.4: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for gil262.
Circuit Length: 3446.51
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Figure gil262.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm
for gil262.
Circuit Length: 2783.84
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set pma343. Pma343 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5],

Circuit length = 1368

Figure pma343.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm forpma343. 
Circuit length = 2134.62

Figure pma343.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for pma343. 
Circuit length = 1672.32
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Data Set: pma343

Figure pma343.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for pma343. 
Circuit length = 1668.46

Figure pma343.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm forpma343. 
Circuit length = 2277.6

Figure pma343.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm forpma343. 
Circuit length = 1776.44
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Data Set: pbn423

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data stf.pbn423. Pbn423 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Figure pbn423.1: The optimal circuit for pbn423.
Circuit Length: 1365
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Figure pbn423.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for pbn423.
Circuit Length: 1828.64
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Figure pbn423.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm forpbn423.
Circuit Length: 1627.06
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Figure pbn423.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm forpbn423.
Circuit Length: 1617.49
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Data Set: pbn423

Figure pbn423.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm forpbn423.
Circuit Length: 1962.4
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Figure pbn423.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for pbn423.
Circuit Length: 1720.25
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set pbm436. Pbm436 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [51.

Figure pbm436.1: The optimal circuit for pbm436.
Circuit Length: 1443
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Figure pbm436.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm forpbm436.
Circuit Length: 1672.27
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Data Set: pbm436
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Figure pbm436.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for pbm436.
Circuit Length: 1803.13
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Figure pbm436.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm forpbm436.
Circuit Length: 1773.15
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Figure pbm436.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for pbm436.
Circuit Length: 2197.43
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ngure pDnwjo.o. ine circuit created by the outliers-tirst lag-adjusted algorithm forpbm436.
Circuit Length: 1831.44
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Data Set: xql662

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set xql662. Xql662 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Figure xql662.1: The optimal circuit for xql662.
Circuit Length: 2513

Figure xql662.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for xql662.
Circuit Length: 3224.26
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Data Set: xql662

Figure xql662.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for xql662.
Circuit Length: 2969.72

Figure xql662.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for xql662.
Circuit Length: 2960.79
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Figure xql662.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for xql662.
Circuit Length: 3480.6

Figure xql662.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for xql662.
Circuit Length: 2917.83
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set rbx711. Rbx711 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5],

Figure rbx711.1: The optimal circuit for rbx711.
Circuit Length: 3115
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rigure rbx711.2: the circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for rbx711. 
Circuit Length: 3851.2
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Figure rbx711.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for rbx7Il.
Circuit Length: 3519.19
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Data Set: rbx711

Figure rbx711.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for rbx711.
Circuit Length: 3488.88
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Data Set: rbx711

Figure rbx711.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for rbx711.
Circuit Length: 4651.69
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Figure rbx711.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for rbx711.
Circuit Length: 3756.36
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Data Set: rbu737

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set rbu737. Rbu737 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [51.

Figure rbu737.1: The optimal circuit for rbu737.
Circuit Length: 3314

Figure rbu737.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for rbu737.
Circuit Length: 4426.95
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Figure rbu737.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for rbu737.
Circuit Length: 3931.36

Figure rbu737.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for rbu737.
Circuit Length: 3887.26
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Figure rbu737.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for rbu737.
Circuit Length: 4135.57
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Data Set: dkg813

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set dkg813. Dkg813 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Figure dkg813.1: The optimal circuit for dkg813. 
Circuit Length: 3199
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Figure dkg813.2: The circuit created by the nearest 
neighbor algorithm for dkg813. 
Circuit Length: 3999.69
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Figure dkg813.3: The circuit created by the shortest
edge first algorithm for dkg813. 
Circuit Length: 3782.18
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Figure dkg813.4: The circuit created by the preferred
edges two-opt algorithm for dkg813.
Circuit Length: 3781.67
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Data Set: dkg813

Figure dkg813.5: The circuit created by the outliers-
first algorithm for dkg813.
Circuit Length: 5419.66
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Data Set: dkg813

Figure dkg813.6: The circuit created by the outliers-
first lag-adjusted algorithm for 
dkg813.
Circuit Length: 4006.33
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set lim963. Lim963 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [5].

»
•15

Figure lim963.1: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for lim963. 
Circuit Length: 2789
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Figure lim963.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for lim963. 
Circuit Length: 3551.67
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Figure lim963.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for lim963. 
Circuit Length: 3335.26
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Data Set: lim963

Figure lim963.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for lim963. 
Circuit Length: 3306.84

1
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Data Set: lim963

Figure lim963.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for lim963. 
Circuit Length: 4169.28
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Data Set: lim963

Figure lim963.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for lim963.
Circuit Length: 3393.9
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set prl002. Prl002 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [41.

Figure prl002.1: The optimal circuit for prl002.
Circuit Length: 259045
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Figure prl002.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm forprJ002.
Circuit Length: 315597
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Figure prl002.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm forprl002.
Circuit Length: 308819
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Figure pr!002.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm forprl002.
Circuit Length: 306161
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Figure prl002.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for prl002.
Circuit Length: 373306
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ngu.c pnuuz.o. tne circuit created ny tne outliers-lirst lag-adjusted algorithm for pr1002. 
Circuit Length: 312904
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data seXxit!083. Xitl083 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [41.

Figure xit 1083.1: The optimal circuit for xit!083.
Circuit Length: 3558

Figure xitl083.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for xit1083.
Circuit Length: 4798.93
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Figure xitl083.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for xitl083. 
Circuit Length: 4262.89

Figure xitl083.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for xitl083. 
Circuit Length: 4236.23
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Data Set: xit 1083

Figure xitlO83.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for xitl083. 
Circuit Length: 5464.6

Figure xitl083.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm forxitl083.
Circuit Length: 4471.09
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Data Set: dkal376

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set dkal376. Dkal 376 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [5].

Figure dkal 376.1: The optimal circuit for dkal376.
Circuit Length: 4666
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Figure dkal376.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for dkal376. 
Circuit Length: 5773.3
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Data Set: dka!376

Figure dkal376.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for dkal376.
Circuit Length: 5761.83
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Figure dkal376.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for

dkal376.
Circuit Length: 5750.31
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Figure dkal376.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for dkal376.
Circuit Length: 7100.79
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Figure dkal376.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for
dkal376.
Circuit Length: 5962.3
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Data Set: deal389

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set deal389. Deal389 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [5].

Figure deal389.1: The optimal circuit for deal389.
Circuit Length: 5085
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Data Set: deal389

Figure deal389.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor 
algorithm for deal389.
Circuit Length: 5773.3
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Data Set: deal389

Figure deal389.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first 
algorithm for deal389.
Circuit Length: 6034.75
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Figure dcal389.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges
first algorithm for deal389. 
Circuit Length: 5986.47
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Figure dcal389.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first
algorithm for deal389. 
Circuit Length: 8046.52
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Figure dcal389.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first 
lag-adjusted algorithm for deal389. 
Circuit Length: 6337.19
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Data Set: djal436

The following graphs are circuits generated by using each of the five algorithms 
on the data set djal436. Djal436 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Figure djal436.1: The optimal circuit for djal436.
Circuit Length: 5257

Figure dja 1436.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for djal436.
Circuit Length: 6585.33
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Figure djal436.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for djal436.
Circuit Length: 6174.09

Figure djal436.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for djal436. 
Circuit Length: 6126.06
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Figure djal436.5: The circuit created by the outliers-first algorithm for djal436.
Circuit Length: 8133.78

Figure djal436.6: The circuit created by the outliers-first lag-adjusted algorithm for dial436.
Circuit Length: 6473.33
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using NN, SEF, and PETO on the 
data set icw!483. lew1483 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Figure icw!483.1: The optimal circuit for icwl483.
Circuit Length: 4416
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Figure icwl483.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor 
algorithm for icwl483.
Circuit Length: 5740.68
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Figure icw 1483.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first
algorithm for icw1483.
Circuit Length: 5470.07
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Figure icwl483.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt
algorithm for icwl483. 
Circuit Length: 5427.5
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using NN, SEF, and PETO on the 
data setfra!488. Fral488 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [41.

Figure fra!488.1: The optimal circuit for fral488.
Circuit Length: 4264

Figure fral488.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm forfral488.
Circuit Length: 5467.62
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Figure ffal488.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for fral488.
Circuit Length: 5398.99

Figure fral488.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for fral488.
Circuit Length: 5371.64
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using NN, SEF, and PETO on the 
data set djb2036. Djb2036 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [41.

Figure djb2036.1: The optimal circuit for djb2036.
Circuit Length: 6197
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Figure djb2036.2: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for djb2036.
Circuit Length: 8220.52
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Data Set: djb2036

Figure djb2036.3: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for djb2036.
Circuit Length: 7587.12
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Data Set: djb2036

Figure djb2036.4: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for djb2036.
Circuit Length: 7562.21
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using NN, SEF, and PETO on the 
data set rbw2481. Rbw2481 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [51.

Figure rbw2481.1: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for rbw2481. 
Circuit Length: 10005.8
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Figure rbw2481.2: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for rbw2481.
Circuit Length: 9195.63
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Data Set: rbw2481

Figure rbw2481.3: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for rbyv2481. 
Circuit Length: 9184.01
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The following graphs are circuits generated by using NN, SEF, and PETO on the 
data set xva2993. Xva2993 was downloaded on March 10,2002, from [5].

Figure xva2993.1: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for xva2993.
Circuit Length: 11262.2
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Data Set: xva2993

Figure xva2993.2: The circuit created by the shortest edge first algorithm for xva2993. 
Circuit Length: 10076.5
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Figure xva2993.3: The circuit created by the preferred edges two-opt algorithm for xva2993. 
Circuit Length: 9991.04
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The following graph was generated by using NN on the data set dkf3954. 
Dttf3954 was downloaded on March 10, 2002, from [5].

Figure dkD954.1: The circuit created by the nearest neighbor algorithm for dkf3954. 
Circuit Length: 15646.9
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Appendix C: C++ Class Descriptions

Class City
State Variables for City:

x- integer, the x-coordinate of this City,
y- integer, the y-coordinate of this City.
Name- string, the name of this particular City.

Constructors for Item:
City - Constructor

Arguments:
xCoord - integer, representing the x-coordinate of this City. 

If not specified, xCoord defaults to 0.
yCoord - integer, representing the y-coordinate of this City.

If not specified, yCoord defaults to 0.
CityName- string, representing the desired name for this City. 

If not specified, CityName defaults to
State Change:

This instance of City is initialized with the values x = xCoord, 
y = yCoord, and Name = CityName.

Destructor for City:
~City-

Arguments: None.
State Change: All dynamically allocated memory from this

instance of City is deallocated.
Get methods:

getX-
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

get¥-
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

getName -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Integer, the value of the state variable x.

None.
None.
Integer, the value of the state variable y.

None.
None.
String, the value of the state variable Name.
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Class edge
State Variables for edge:

indexl- integer, the index of a particular City in an array of City objects.
index2- integer, the index of a particular City in an array of City objects,
length- double, the distance between City indexl and City index2. 
next- edge *, a pointer to the next edge in a list of edges,
prev- edge *, a pointer to the previous edge in a list of edges,
preferred- Boolean, true if this edge is preferred; false otherwise, 
rank- integer, the relative rank of the length of this edge in relation to all

other edges.
Constructors for edge:

edge - Constructor
ytrgwzwenrv:

11 - integer, representing the index of the City of origin for this
edge. If not specified, il defaults to 0.

12 - integer, representing the index of the destination City of
this edge. If not specified, i2 defaults to 0. 

len- double, the distance between il and i2.
If not specified, len defaults to 0.

State Change:
This instance of edge is initialized with the values indexl= il, 
index2 = i2, length = len, next = 0, prev = 0, preferred = false, 
and rank = 0.

edge - Copy Constructor
Arguments: new Edge - an existing edge object.
State Change:

This instance of edge is initialized to be an exact duplicate 
of new Edge.

Destructor for edge:
-edge -

Arguments: None.
State Change: All dynamically allocated memory from this instance of 

edge is deallocated.
Get and Set methods: 

getLength -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Double, the length of this edge.

getlndexl -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Integer, the index of the City of origin for this edge.
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getlndex2 -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Integer, the index of the destination City for this edge.

getNext -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Edge *, a pointer to the next edge in order.

getRank -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Integer, the relative rank of the length of this edge in 

relation to all other edges.

setRank -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

new Rank—Integer
Sets the rank of this edge to the value of newRank. 
None.

General methods:
isPreferred -

Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Boolean, true if this edge is preferred; false otherwise.

makePreferred -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
Sets the state variable preferred to true.
None.

display -
Arguments: 
State Change:

None.
Displays an edge’s endpoints and length to standard 
output.

Return Value: None.
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Class edgeList
State Variables for edgeList:

first- Edge *: a pointer to the first edge in this edgeList.
last- Edge *: a pointer to the last edge in this edgeList.
size- Integer: the number of edges included in this edgeList.

Constructors for edgeList:
edgeList - Default Constructor

Arguments: None.
State Change:

This instance of edgeList is initialized with size = 0 and 
first and last pointing to Null.

Destructor for edgeList:
-edgeList -

Arguments: 
State Change:

None.
All dynamically allocated memory from this instance of 
edgeList is deallocated.

Get and Set methods: 
getSize -

Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Integer: the number of edges currently in this edgeList.

getFirst -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Edge *: a pointer to the first edge in this edgeList.

getLast -
Arguments: 
State Change : 
Return Value:

None.
None.
Edge *: a pointer to the last edge in this edgeList.

setFirst -
Arguments:
State Change:

edge * new Edge—a pointer to an existing edge.
Sets this edge to be the first edge in this edgeList. Sets

Return Value:
newEdge ~>next to be the previous first edge.
None.
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setLast -
Arguments: 
State Change:

edge * new Edge—a pointer to an existing edge.
Sets this edge to be the last edge in this edgeList. Sets 
new Edge -}prev to be the previous last edge.

Return Value: None.

General methods: 
addEdge -

Arguments: 
State Change:

edge * new Edge—a pointer to an existing edge. 
Appends new Edge to the end of the current edgeList. 
new Edge—>next is set to 0 and new Edge—>prev is set 
to the previous last edge.

Return Value: None.

removeEdge -
Arguments: Integer index—a positive integer smaller than the size 

of this edgeList.
State Change: 
Return Value:

Removes the edge at position index.
None.

connectLists -
Arguments: edgeList * Listl—an edgeList whose first or last edge 

shares a City index with the first or last edge in List2. 
edgeList * List2— an edgeList whose first or last edge 
shares a City index with the first or last edge in Listl.

State Change : 
Return Value:

Connects Listl and List2 at the shared City index. 
edgeList *: a new edgeList containing all edges from 
List land List 2.

display -
Arguments: 
State Change:

None.
Outputs all edges in this edgeList using the edge 
display funciton.

Return Value: None.

copy—
Arguments: edgeList * NewList—destination edgeList for copying. 

edgeList * OldList—source edgeList for copying.
State Change: 
Return Value:

All edges in OldList are copied into NewList.
None.
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Sort methods:
sortList -

Arguments:
State Change:

None.
Calls recursivemergesort, a recursive helper function, 
to sort all edges of this edgeList according to their 
lengths.

Return Value: None.

recursive_merge_sort -
Arguments: edge *& sub list—a. pointer to a reference to the first 

edge in a list to be sorted.
State Change: Sorts the edges of this edgeList by repeatedly splitting 

the edgeList in half and merging it back together.
Return Value: None.

divide from -
Arguments:
State Change: 
Return Value:

merge -
Arguments:

edge * sub list—a sublist to be sorted.
Divides sub list into two equal length lists for sorting, 
edge *: a pointer to the second half of the split list.

edge * first—a pointer to an edge in a list.
edge * second—a pointer to an edge in a list.

State Change: 
Return Value:

Connects the lists referred to by first and second. 
edge *: a pointer to the first edge in the newly 
constructed edgeList
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Class Map
State Variables for Map:

AllPaths- edgeList: an edgeList object containing all edges associated with all 
Cities within this Map

AllCities- City *: a pointer to an array listing all Cities contained in this Map. 
size- Integer: the number of Cities included in this Map.

Constructors for Map:
Map - Constructor

Arguments:
MaxSize—integer, the maximum number of Cities allowed in this 

Map.
State Change:

A new Map object is created with size = 0.

Map - Copy Constructor 
ylrgnmente;

OldMap—& Map, a reference to an existing Map object.
State Change:

A new Map object is created to be an exact copy of 
OldMap.

General methods: 
getCity -

Arguments: None.
State Change: None.
Return Value: Integer—the number of edges currently in this edgeList.

FindNearest -
Arguments: Integer City Index—the index of the city in question..
State Change: None.
Return Value: Integer—the index of the City that is closest in distance

to the City referred to by Citylndex.

AddCity -
Arguments: Constant City ThisCity—an existing City object.
State Change: Adds ThisCity to the current Map in the next available

index.
Return Value: None.

RemoveCity -
Arguments: Integer Citylndex—the index of a City in this Map
State Change: The City at index Citylndex is removed from this Map.
Return Value: None.
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Distance -
Arguments: City & Cityl—a City in this Map.

City & City2—a City in this Map.
State Change: 
Return Value:

clear -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
Double: the distance between Cityl and City2.

None.
All Cities and all paths in this Map are deleted.
None.

display -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
Displays all Cities in this Map to standard output.
None.

displayPaths -
Arguments: 
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
Displays all edges in this Map to standard output.
None.

sortPaths -
Arguments:
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
All edges in AllPaths are sorted by length.
None.

getShortestPath -
Arguments:
State Change: 
Return Value:

None.
The shortest edge in AllPaths is removed from AllPaths 
edge *: the shortest edge in AllPaths.
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Appendix D: C++ Implementation Source Code
// Algorithms.cpp
// Ted Wendt
//October25, 2002
//
// This program can be used to test any of the five implemented algorithms on any of the available 
data // sets.

//include <iostream.h>
//include <fstream>
//include <time.h>
//include <string.h>
//include "..\Header Files\Map.cpp"
//include "..\Header Files\edge.cpp"
//include ''..\Header Files\edge.h"
//include "NearestNeighbor.cpp"
//include "SEF_Linked.cpp"
//include "Preferred.cpp"
//include "Outliers.cpp"
//include "OutliersLag.cpp"

const char * FilePath = "..\\..\\Tests\\Data SetsW";
char FileToWrite [100] =
char FullFileName[100] =

bool WriteToFile = true;

int main()
{
int choice = 0;

while(choice != 27)
{

char * FileName; 
int MaxSize;

cout« "Please select a data file to examine." « endl; 
cout« ”\t(l) att48" « ”\t\t(14) xitl083" « endl; 
cout« "\t(2) xqfl31" « ”\t\t(15) dkal376" « endl; 
cout« "\t(3) xqg237" « "\t\t( 16) dcal389" « endl; 
cout« "\t(4) gil262" « "\t\t(l 7) djal436" « endl; 
cout« ”\t(5) pma343" « "\t\t( 18) icwl483" « endl; 
cout« ”\t(6) pbn423" « "\t\t(l9) ffal488" « endl; 
cout« "\t(7) pbm436" « "\t\t(20> djb2036" « endl; 
cout« "\t(8) xql662" « "\t\t(21) rbw2481" « endl; 
cout« "\t(9) rbx711" « ”\t\t(22) xva2993" « endl; 
cout« "\t(10) rbu737" « ”\t\t(23) dkf3954" « endl; 
cout« "\t( 11) dkg813" « ”\t\t(24) bgf4475" « endl; 
cout« ”\t(12) lim963" « ”\t\t(25) fqm5087" « endl; 
cout« "\t(13) prl002" « "\t\t(26) brdl4051" « endl; 
cout« "\t\t (27) Quit" « endl;
cout«"Your choice:"; 
cin » choice;
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while (choice <= 0 || choice > 27) 
cin » choice;

switch (choice)
{

case 1:
{

V

FileName = "att48";
MaxSize = 48; 
break;

/>
case 2:

{
FileName = "xqfl31";
MaxSize = 131; 
break;

}
case 3:

{
FileName = "xqg237";
MaxSize = 237; 
break;

}
case 4:

{
FileName = "gil262";
MaxSize = 262; 
break;

}
case 5:

{
FileName = "pma343";
MaxSize = 343; 
break;

}
case 6:

{
FileName = "pbn423";
MaxSize = 423; 
break;

}
case 7:

{
FileName = "pbm436";
MaxSize = 436; 
break;

}
case 8:

{
FileName = "xq!662";
MaxSize = 662; 
break;

}
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case 9:
{

FileName = "rbx711"; 
MaxSize = 711; 
break;

}
case 10:

{
FileName = "rbu737"; 
MaxSize = 737; 
break;

}
case 11:

{
FileName = "dkg813"; 
MaxSize = 813; 
break;

}
case 12:

{
FileName = "lim963"; 
MaxSize = 963; 
break;

}
case 13:

{
FileName = "prl002"; 
MaxSize = 1002; 
break;

}
case 14:

{
FileName = "xitl083"; 
MaxSize = 1083: 
break;

}
case 15:

»
FileName = "dkal376"; 
MaxSize = 1376; 
break:

}
case 16:

(
FileName = "dcal389"; 
MaxSize = 1389; 
break;

}
case 17:

i

FileName = "djal436": 
MaxSize = 1436; 
break;
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}
case 18:

{
FileName = "icwl483";
MaxSize = 1483; 
break;

}
case 19:

{
FileName = "fral488";
MaxSize = 1488; 
break;

}
case 20:

{
FileName = "djb2036";
MaxSize = 2036; 
break;

}
case 21:

{
FileName = "rbw2481";
MaxSize = 2481; 
break;

}
case 22:

{
FileName = "xva2993";
MaxSize = 2993; 
break;

}
case 23:

{
FileName = "dkf3954";
MaxSize = 3954; 
break;

}
case 24:

I1
FileName = "bgf4475";
MaxSize = 4475; 
break;

}
case 25:

{
FileName = "fqm5087";
MaxSize = 5087; 
break:

}
case 26:

{
FileName = "brdl4051"; 
MaxSize = 14051;
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break;
}

case 27:
{

cout« "Thanks. Have a good day!" « endl;
}

}

FullFiIeName[O] = 0;

if (choice 1= 27)
{

choice = 0;
cout«"Initializing data set.\n\n" « endl;

while (choice != 6)
{

double StartTime; 
double TotalDistance; 
double EndTime; 
double TotalTime; 
double AbsoluteStart; 
double AbsoluteEnd;

StartTime = time(0);

Map MasterMap = Map(MaxSize);
//initialize FullFileName

FullFileName[O] = 0;
FileToWritefO] = 0; 
strcat(FullFileName, FilePath); 
strcat(FullFileName, FileName); 
strcat(FuHFileName, "\\"); 
strcat(FullFileName, FileName); 
strcat(FullFileName, ".txt");

int i;
//Open the desired file and read in all coordinates, 
fstream InFile;

InFile.open(FulIFileName, ios::in); 
if (UnFile)
ii

cout« "Failed to read file. Exiting Program." « endl; 
return 0;

}

i = 0;

long int CityNumber = 0; 
long int CityX = 0; 
long int CityY = 0:
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while (UnFile.eoff))
{

i++;
InFile » CityNumber » CityX » CityY;
City TempCity = City("City", CityX, CityY); 
MasterMap.AddCity(TempCity);

}

EndTime = time(O);

InFile.closeQ;

TotalTime = EndTime - StartTime;

AbsoluteEnd = time(O); 
if (AbsoluteStart != 0)

cout« "Absolute time = " « AbsoluteStart - AbsoluteEnd « endl;

cout« "You've selected the file « FileName « « endl;
cout« "Time to create data structures:" « TotalTime « " seconds."

« endl« endl;

cout« "Which algorithm would you like to use?" « endl;
cout« "\t( 1) Nearest Neighbor" « endl;
cout« ”\t(2) Shortest Edge First" « endl;
cout« "\t(3) Preferred Edges First" « endl;
cout« ”\t(4) Outliers First" « endl;
cout« "\t(5) Outliers First-lag adjusted" « endl;
cout« "\t(6) Back to data sets" « endl;
cout« "Your choice:";
cin » choice;

while (choice <= 0 || choice > 6) 
cin » choice;

cout« "\n\n" « endl;

AbsoluteStart = time(0);

switch (choice)
{

case 1:
{

//Nearest Neighbor
int *NotYetVisited = new int [MaxSize]; 
int *AlreadyVisited = new int [MaxSize];

strcat(FileToWrite, FilePath); 
strcat(FileToWrite, FileName); 
strcat(FileToWrite, "\\MyNNOpt.txt");

StartTime = time(0);
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TotalDistance =
NearestNeighbor(WriteToFile, FileToWrite, MasterMap, NotYetVisited, AlreadyVisited,MaxSize);

EndTime = time(O); 
break;

};
case 2:

{
//ShortestEdgeFirst 
strcat(FileToWrite, FilePath); 
strcat(FileToWrite, FileName); 
strcat(FileToWrite, "\\MySEFOpt.txt");

StartTime = time(O);
TotalDistance =

ShortestEdgeFirst(WriteToFile, FileToWrite, MasterMap, MaxSize);
EndTime = time(O); 
break;

case 3:

FileToWrite, MasterMap, MaxSize);

case 4:

FileToWrite, MasterMap, MaxSize);

case 5:

}

{
//Preferred Edges First 
strcat(FileToWrite, FilePath); 
strcat(FileToWrite, FileName); 
strcat(FileToWrite, "WMyPEFOpt.txt");

StartTime = time(O);
TotalDistance = Preferred(WriteToFile,

EndTime = time(O); 
break;

}

{
//Outliers First
strcat(FileToWrite, FilePath); 
strcat(FileToWrite, FileName); 
strcat(FileToWrite, "\\MyOFOpt.txt");

StartTime = time(O);
TotalDistance = Outliers(WriteToFile,

EndTime = time(O); 
break:

}

i
//Outliers-Lag
strcat(FileToWrite, FilePath); 
strcat(FileToWrite, FileName); 
strcat(FileToWrite, "WMyOFLOpt.txt");

StartTime = time(O);
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TotalDistance = OutliersLag(WriteToFile,
FileToWrite, MasterMap, MaxSize);

EndTime = time(O); 
break;

}
case 6:

{
//back to main menu choices, 
break;

}
}

//File has successfully been read in.
TotalTime = EndTime - StartTime;

cout« "Total Distance = ” « TotalDistance « endl;
cout« "Total Time = ” « TotalTime « " seconds." « endl « endl;

}
}

}
return 0; }
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// NearestNeighbor.cpp
// Ted Wendt
//April 1,2002
//
// This program implements the nearest neighbor algorithm.

//include <fstream.h>

int Completed(int * AlreadyVisited, int MaxSize)
{

int i = 0;
for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

if (AlreadyVisited[i] = 0)
//still more to visit, 
return 0;

}
//if we make it through this for loop, there is nothing left to visit, so return true, 
return 1;

}

int NextClosest(int Citylndex, Map & MyMap, int * NotYetVisited, int MaxSize)
//returns the index of the next closest city which has not yet been visited.
//precondition: there is at least one city that has not yet been visited.
{

int i;
double currentMin = 0; 
double thisDistance; 
int Minlndex = 0;

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

if (NotYetVisited[i])
{

//if the city has not yet been visited, then compare this distance against the
//current minimum distance.
thisDistance = MyMap.Distance(MyMap.getCity(i),

MyMap.getCity(Citylndex));

if (thisDistance < currentMin f| currentMin == 0)
I

currentMin = thisDistance;
Minlndex = i;

t

}
}
return Minlndex;

}

double NearestNeighbor(bool WriteToFile, char * FileToWrite, Map & MyMap, int *NotYetVisited, int 
’AlreadyVisited, int MaxSize)
f1
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//now, find the shortest circuit starting from city 0 (First City)
int StartCityIndex = 1;
int CurrentCitylndex = StartCitylndex;
int NextCitylndex;
double MinTotalDistance = 0;
int Minlndex = 0;

double TotalDistance = 0; 
for (int i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

NotYetVisited[i] = 1;
AlreadyVisited[i] = 0;

}

NotYetVisited[ StartCitylndex] = 0;
Already Visited[StartCityIndex] = 1;

i = 0;

fstream OutFile;

if (WriteToFile)
{

OutFile.open(FileToWrite, ios::out);

if (lOutFile)
WriteToFile = false;

}

//cout« StartCitylndex + 1 « endl;

while (!Completed(AlreadyVisited, MaxSize))
{

NextCitylndex = NextClosest(CurrentCityIndex, MyMap, NotYetVisited, MaxSize); 
TotalDistance += MyMap Distance(MyMap.getCity(CurrentCityIndex),

MyMap.getCity(NextCityIndex));
AlreadyVisitedfNextCitylndex] = 1;
NotYetVisited[NextCityIndex] = 0;

if (WriteToFile)
it

//OutFile « MyMap.getCity(CurrentCityIndex).getX()« "\t" «
MyMap.getCity(CurrentCityIndex).getY()« endl;

OutFile « CurrentCitylndex + 1 « endl;
}

i++;
//cout« NextCitylndex + 1 « endl;
CurrentCitylndex = NextCitylndex;

}

//completed the circuit, so return to start...
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if (WriteToFile)
{

OutFile « CurrentCitylndex + 1 « endl;
}

TotalDistance += MyMap.Distance(MyMap.getCity(CurrentCityIndex), 
MyMap.getCity(StartCity Index));

return TotalDistance;

}
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// SEFLinked.cpp
// Ted Wendt
//April 3, 2002
//
// This program implements the Shortest Edge First algorithm using Linked Lists 
// to determine whether a circuit has been completed.

double ShortestEdgeFirst(bool WriteToFile, char * FileToWrite, Map & MyMap, int MaxSize)
{
inti,j;

int *EdgesLeftArray = new int[2*MaxSize];

edgeList ** CurrentEdgeLists = new edgeList*[MaxSize];

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[i] = 0;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i] = 2;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i + 1] = -1;

}

//Begin the path creation process.
bool IsPathFinished = false; 
int indexl;
int index2; 
int Currentlndex; 
int intTemp; 
int intA; 
int intB;

int MyCounter = 0;

edgeList tempList; 
edge * tempEdge;
MyMap.sortPaths(); 
while (UsPathFinished)
{

MyCounter++;

tempEdge = MyMap.getShortestPath();
if (tempEdge != 0)
{

indexl = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->get!ndex2();

}

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl] > 0 && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2] > 0)
{

//neither city has used both its available edges. Add this edge 
//to an edge list.
//check to see if either city is already in an existing list.
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if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] !=-l && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] !=-l)
{

EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ])

>getSize() < MaxSize - 1)

the paths and

EdgesLeftArray [2*index 1+1 ];

will

difference

this edge.

>setFirst(tempEdge);

EdgesLeftArray [index2][ 1 ])

>getlndexl() = index 1 ||

>getFirst()->getIndex2() == index 1)

list.

>setFirst(tempEdge);

>setLast(temp Edge);

//both cities are already in edge lists.
//First, check to make sure that the cities are not 
//both in the same list.
if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l] —

{
if (CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray [2*index 1 +1 ]]-

//cities are in the same list. If the length of 
//the list is not equal to MaxSize, break.
; //break;

else
{

//otherwise, the path is completed. Connect

//exit the loop.
IsPathFinished = true;
Currentlndex =

//Since the first and last cities in the path 

//be connected by this edge, it makes no

//whether we use setFirst or setLast to add

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

}
}
else //if (EdgesLeftArray[index 1 ][ 1 ] !=

{
//merge the two lists.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l]; 
if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()-

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]- 

//the new edge connects to the front end of this edge

{
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]- 

intTemp = 0;

else
(

CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex]- 

intTemp = 1;
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}
EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]-; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

edgeList * dummy;
dummy = dummv-

>connectLists(CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l]],CurrentEdgeLists[Edges 
LeftArray[2*index2+l ]]);

//delete one of the lists just merged, 
if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex] == dummy)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]] = 0;
intA = index2; 
intB = indexl;

}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLefLArray[2*indexl+l]] = 0;
intA = indexl; 
intB = index2;

}

Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*intA+l];
//re-point any references to the deleted list, 
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
{

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*j+l] == Currentlndex) 
EdgesLeftArray[2*j+l] =

EdgesLeftArray[2*intB+1 ];
i

//EdgesLeftArray[index2][l] =
EdgesLeft Array [index I ][ 1 ];

}

}
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = -1 && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]

!=-l)
{

//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l];

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndexl() == index2
II

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex2() =
index2)

It
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setFirst(tempEdge);
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edges-left

= -l)

II

index 1)

edges-left

else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setLast(tempEdge);
}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement the

//counters
EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]-;
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]-;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

}
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] !=-l && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]

{
//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = (*(&EdgesLeftArTay[2*indexl + l])); 

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndexl() — index 1

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex2() =

{
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setFirst(tempEdge);

}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setLast(tempEdge);
}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement the

//counters
EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]-;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

}
else //(EdgesLeftArray[indexl][l] = 0 && EdgesLeftArray[index2][l] = 0)

//neither city is included in an existing edge list. Create a new edgelist 
//and store it in the first available index of CurrentEdgeLists.

t
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
i1

if (CurrentEdaeListsjj] = 0)
{

CurrentEdgeListsfj] = new edgeListf); 
CurrentEdgeLists (J]->setFirst(tempEdge); 
Currentlndex = j;
j = MaxSize;
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}
//CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex] = &tempList;

//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement the
edges-left

//counters
EdgesLeftArray [2* index 1 ]-; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

}

}
//otherwise, edge cannot be used. Loop and get the next shortest 
//path.

}

//output the final path.
//The index of the final path (in CurrentEdgeLists) should still be 
//Currentlndex

//open the output file to write 
fstream OutFile;

if (WriteToFile)
{

OutFile.open(FileToWrite, ios::out);

if (lOutFile)
WriteToFile = false;

}

tempList = *CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex];

tempEdge = tempList.getFirst();

int LastCity; 
int CurrentCity; 
double PathLength = 0;

if(tempEdge->getIndexl() = tempEdge->getNext()->getIndexl() ||
tempEdge->getIndex 1 () = tempEdge->getNext()->getIndex2Q)

1
LastCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getlndexl();

}
else
{

LastCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();

}
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for (i - 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

PathLength += tempEdge->getLength(); 
if(tempEdge->getIndexl() != LastCity)

CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
else

CurTentCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();

if (WriteToFile)
{

OutFile « CurrentCity + 1 « endl;
}

LastCity = CurrentCity; 
tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();

}
return PathLength;
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// Preferred.cpp
// Ted Wendt
// July 23, 2002
//
// This program implements the Preferred Edges Two-Opt algorithm using Linked Lists
// to determine whether a circuit has been completed.

bool TwoOpt(int city 1, int city2, double *PathArray, Map &MyMap, int MaxSize);

int *TwoOptPossibleEdges;

double Preferred(bool WriteToFile, char * FileToWrite, Map & MyMap, int MaxSize)
{
inti.j;
//Open the desired file and read in all coordinates.
int *EdgesLeftArray = new int[2*MaxSize];

edgeList ** CurrentEdgeLists = new edgeList* [MaxSize];

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[i] = 0;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i] = 2;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i + 1] = -1;

}

//Begin the path creation process.
bool IsPathFinished = false; 
int index 1;
int index2; 
int Currentlndex; 
int intTemp; 
int intA; 
int intB;

int MyCounter = 0;

My Map. sortPaths();

edgeList tempList; 
edge * tempEdge;
//edge * PreferredEdgesLists = new edge[5*MaxSize];

int *PreferredEdgesArray = new int[MaxSize]; 
for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

PreferredEdges Array [i] = 0;
}

tempEdge = MyMap. AllPaths.getFirst(); 

while (tempEdge != 0)
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{
index 1 = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->getIndex2();

if (PreferredEdgesArray[indexl] < 5)
{

tempEdge->makePreferred(); 
//PreferredEdgesLists[5*indexl+PreferredEdgesArray[indexl]] = new

edge(tempEdge);
PreferredEdgesArray [index 1 ]++;

}
if (PreferredEdgesArray[index2] < 5)
{

tempEdge->makePreferred();
//PreferredEdgesLists[5*index2+PreferredEdgesArray[index2]] = new

edge(tempEdge);
PreferredEdgesArray[index2]++;

}
tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();

}

while (UsPathFinished)
{

MyCounter++;

tempEdge = MyMap.getShortestPathO; 
index 1 = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->getIndex2();

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl] > 0 && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2] > 0)
{

//neither city has used both its available edges. Add this edge 
//to an edge list.
//check to see if either city is already in an existing list.

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] '.= -[&& EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] !=-l)
{

//both cities are already in edge lists.
//First, check to make sure that the cities are not 
//'both in the same list.
if(EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] =

EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ])
{

if (CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ]]-
>getSize() < MaxSize - 1)

//cities are in the same list. If the length of 
//the list is not equal to MaxSize, break.
; //break;

else
{

the paths and
//otherwise, the path is completed. Connect
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//exit the loop.
IsPathFinished = true;
Currentlndex =

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1+1 ];
//Since the first and last cities in the path 

will
//be connected by this edge, it makes no

difference
//whether we use setFirst or setLast to add

this edge.
CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex]-

>setFirst(tempEdge);
}

}
else //if (EdgesLeftArray[index 1 ][ 1 ] !=

EdgesLeftArray[index2][l])
{

H cout« MyCounter « "Merging Lists" « endl;

//merge the two lists.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l]; 
if(CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()-

>getlndexl() = index 1 ||
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

>getFirst()->get!ndex20 = index 1)
//the new edge connects to the front end of this edge 

list.
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setFirst(tempEdge);

intTemp = 0;
}
else
{

CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex]-
>setLast(tempEdge);

intTemp = 1;
}

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]~; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]-;

edgeList * dummy; 
dummy = dummv-

>connectLists(CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl  + l]],CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index

//delete one of the lists just merged, 
if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex] = dummy)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]] = 0;

}

intA = index2; 
intB = index 1;
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$
else 
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l]] = 0;
intA = index 1; 
intB = index2;

}

Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*intA+l];
//re-point any references to the deleted list, 
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j-++)
{

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*j+l] = Currentlndex) 
EdgesLeftArray[2*j+l] =

EdgesLeftArray[2*intB+1 ];
}

//EdgesLeftArray[index2][l] =
EdgesLeftArray [index 1 ] [ 1 ];

}

}
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l] — -1 && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]

!=-l)
{

//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l];

if(CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndexlO = index2
II

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirstO->getIndex2() =
index2)

{
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setFirst(tempEdge);

}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setLast(tempEdge);
}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement the

edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]-;
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]--;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ] = Currentlndex;

/
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] !=-l && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]

f

//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the
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//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l];

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndexl() = indexl
II

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex2() —
indexl)

{
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setFirst(tempEdge);

}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->setLast(tempEdge);
}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement the

edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]-;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

}
else //(EdgesLeftArray[indexl][l] = 0 && EdgesLeftArray[index2][l] = 0)

//neither city is included in an existing edge list. Create a new edgelist 
//and store it in the first available index of CurrentEdgeLists

{
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
{

if (CurrentEdgeLists[j] = 0)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[j] = new edgeListO; 
CurrentEdgeLists (j]->setFirst( tempEdge); 
Currentlndex =j;
j = MaxSize;

}
}

//CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex] = &tempList;
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement the

edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArrayP* index 1 ]--;
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArrav[2*index2+l j = Currentlndex;

f

//otherwise, edge cannot be used. Loop and get the next shortest 
//path.
cout « MyCounter « endl;
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}

//output the final path.
//The index of the final path (in CurrentEdgeLists) should still be 
//Currentlndex

// cout « "Total times through the loop = " « MyCounter « endl;

tempList = *CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex];

// cout« "Starting in city " «tempList.getFirstO->getIndexl() + 1 « « endl;
double *PathArray = new double[4*MaxSize]; 
tempEdge = tempList.getFirst();

int testl; 
int test2; 
int LastCity; 
int CurrentCity; 
double PathLength = 0; 
int NonPreferredEdgesUsed = 0;

testl = tempEdge->getNext()->getIndexl(); 
test2 = tempEdge->getNext()->getIndex2();

if (testl = tempEdge->getIndexl() || test2 = tempEdge->getIndexl())
{

//start from tempEdge->getlndex2()
//cout«"Starting in city " «tempList.getFirst()->getIndex2() + 1 « endl;

LastCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();

}
else
{

//cout« "Starting in city " «tempList.getFirst()->getIndexl() + 1 « endl; 
LastCity = tempList.getFirst()->getIndexl();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();

}

//read the current path into an array structure of type float, 
for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

if (i = 0)
{

//find out which 'city' to put in which index, 
if (tempEdge->getIndex 1 () == tempEdge->getNext()->getIndex 1 ()

|| tempEdge->getIndexl() = tempEdge->getNext()->get!ndex2())

PathArray[4*i] = tempEdge->getIndex2();
PathArray[4*i+l] = tempEdge->getIndexl();
PathArray[4*i+2] = tempEdge->getLength();
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}
else
{

//tempEdge (index2) — one of the next edges indexes 
PathArray[4*i] = tempEdge->getIndex 1 (); 
PathArray[4*i+l] = tempEdge->getIndex2(); 
PathArray[4*i+2] = tempEdge->getLength();

}
}
else
{

if (PathArray[4*(i-l)+l] — tempEdge->getIndexl())
{

PathArray[4*i] = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
PathArray[4*i+l] = tempEdge->getIndex2(); 
PathArray[4*i+2] = tempEdge->getLength();

}
else
{

PathArray[4*i] = tempEdge->getIndex2(); 
PathArray[4*i+l] = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
PathArray[4*i+2] = tempEdge->getLength();

}
}
PathArray[4*i+3] = tempEdge->isPreferred(); 
tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();
PathLength += PathArray[4*i+2];
NonPreferredEdgesUsed += PathArray[4*i+3];

}

TwoOptPossibleEdges = new int[MaxSize]; 
for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)

TwoOptPossibleEdges[i] = - I;

j=0;

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
i

H cout« "Moved from city " « PathArray[4*i] + 1 « " to "
H « PathArray[4*i+l] + 1 « « endl;;

if (PathArray[4*i+3])
j;

H cout« " PREFERRED!";
else

TwoOptPossibleEdges[j] = i;
j++;

}

cout « "Total Path length without 2-opt = " « PathLength « endl;
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bool booSwapped; 
int ted = 0;

for (i = 0; i <j; i++)
{

if(TwoOptPossibleEdges[i] !=-l) 
for (int k = 0; k < j; k++)
{

if (k != i && k + 1 != i && i + I != k)
{

booSwapped = false; 
if (TwoOptPossibleEdges[k] != -1 &&

TwoOptPossibleEdges[i] !=-l)
{
// cout« "Trying to swap " «

TwoOptPossibleEdges[i]
H <<" with"«TwoOptPossibleEdges[k]

booSwapped = TwoOpt(TwoOptPossibleEdges[i], 
TwoOptPossibleEdges[k], PathArray, MyMap, MaxSize);

}
if (booSwapped = true)
{

cout « "Trying to swap " «
TwoOptPossibleEdges[i]
« <<:" with " « TwoOptPossibleEdges[k]

//booSwapped = TwoOpt(TwoOptPossibleEdges[il 
TwoOptPossibleEdges[k], PathArray, MyMap, MaxSize);

cout« "SUCCESSFUL" « endl; 
ted++;
TwoOptPossibleEdges[i] = -1; 
TwoOptPossibleEdgesfk] = -1;

}
1J)/

}

PathLength = 0;

cout«ted « " two-opts performed " « endl;

//open the output file to write 
fstream OutFile;

if (WriteToFile)
It

OutFile.open(FileToWrite, ios::out): 
if (.'OutFile)

WriteToFile = false;
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int Last; 
int Current;
if(PathArray[4*0] — PathArray[4*l])
{

Last = PathArray[4*0];
Current = PathArray[4*0 + 1];

}
else
{

Last = PathArray[4*0 +1];
Current = PathArray[4*0];

}

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

PathLength += PathArray[4*i+2]; 
if (WriteToFile)
{

if (PathArray[4*i] != Last)
Current = PathArray[4*i];

else
Current = PathArray[4*i+l];

OutFile « Current + 1 « endl;
Last = Current;

}

}

cout« "Total Path length with 2-opt = " « PathLength « endl; 
return PathLength;

}

bool TwoOpt(int cityl, int city2, double *PathArray, Map &MyMap, int MaxSize) 

float temp;

if (cityl < 0 || city2<0) 
return false;

int index 1 = PathArray(4*cityl]; 
int index2 = PathArray[4*city2]; 

double newDistl = MyMap.Distance(MyMap.getCity(indexl), MyMap.getCity(index2));

index 1 = PathArray[4*cityl + l]; 
index2 = PathArray[4*city2+l];
double newDist2 = MyMap. Distance(MyMap.getCity(indexl), MyMap.getCity(index2)); 

if (newDistl + newDist2 < PathArray[4*city 1+2] + PathArray[4*city2+2])

if (city 1 > city2)
{
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}
else

temp = city 1; 
city 1 = city2; 
city2 = city 1;

}

double tempCity 1 = 0; 
double tempCity2 = 0; 
double tempDist = 0; 
double tempPref= 0;

for (int i = city 1 + 1, j = city2 - 1; i < j; i++, j~)
{

tempCityl = PathArray[4*i]; 
tempCity2 = PathArray[4*i+l]; 
tempDist = PathArray[4*i+2]; 
tempPref = PathArray[4*i+3];

PathArray(4*i] = PathArray[4*j];
PathArray(4*i+l] = PathArray[4*j+l]; 
PathArray[4*i+2] = PathArray[4*j+2]; 
PathArray[4*i+3] = PathArray[4*j+3];

PathArray[4*j] = tempCityl;
PathArray[4*j+l] = tempCity2;
PathArray[4*j+2] = tempDist;
PathArray[4*j+3] = tempPref;

int IndexHolder = TwoOptPossibleEdges[i]; 
TwoOptPossibleEdges[i] = TwoOptPossibleEdges[j]; 
TwoOptPossibieEdges[j] = IndexHolder;

}

tempCityl = PathArray[4*cityl + l];
tempCity2 = PathArray[4*city2];
PathArray[4*cityl+l] = tempCity2;
PathArray[4*cityl+2] = newDistl;
PathArray[4*city2+l] = tempCityl;
PathArray[4*city2+2] = newDist2;

return true;

)
return false;
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// Outliers.cpp
// Ted Wendt
// October 20, 2002
//
// This program implements the Outliers First algorithm using Linked Lists
// to determine whether a circuit has been completed.

void UseEdge(int index 1, int index2, int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesList, const int 
MaxSize);
edge * LargestFirstRankedPreferred(int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesList, const int 
MaxSize); //Returns the edge linked to the vertex with the lowest

//first-ranked edge.

double Outliers(bool WriteToFile, char * FileToWrite, Map & MyMap, int MaxSize) 

int i,j;

int *PreferredEdgesArray = new int[2*MaxSize];

edgeList * PreferredEdgesLists = new edgeList[MaxSize]; 
edgeList NonPreferredEdges; 
const int ScaleFactor = 5;

int ‘EdgesLeftArray = new int[2*MaxSize];
edgeList ** CurrentEdgeLists = new edgeList*[MaxSize];

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[i] = 0;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i] = 2;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i + 1] = -1;

}

//Begin the path creation process.
bool IsPathFinished = false; 
int Currentlndex; 
int intTemp;
int intA; 
int intB;

int MyCounter = 0;

MyMap.sortPaths();

int index 1; 
int index2; 
edgeList tempList; 
edge * tempEdge;

int PreferredEdgeCounter = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{
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//PreferredEdgesArray[i][O] holds the total number of edges remaining for this
vertex.

//PreferredEdgesArray[i][l] holds the number of preferred edges used (max 2). 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*i] = 0;
PreferredEdgesArray(2*i + 1] = 0;

}

tempEdge = MyMap.AllPaths.getFirst();

while (tempEdge != 0)
{

indexl = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->getIndex2();

PreferredEdgeCounter++;

tempEdge->setRank(PreferredEdgeCounter);

PreferredEdgesLists[indexl].addEdge(new edge (tempEdge));
PreferredEdges Array[2*index 1 ]++;

PreferredEdgesLists[index2].addEdge(new edge (tempEdge)); 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2]++;
NonPreferredEdges.addEdge(new edge(tempEdge)); 

tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();

}

while (UsPathFinished)
{

MyCounter++; 

tempEdge = 0;

//get next edge from preferred edges list.
tempEdge = LargestFirstRankedPreferred(PreferredEdges Array,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);

indexl = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->getIndex2();

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl] > 0 && EdgesLeftArrav[2*index2] > 0)
{

//neither city has used both its available edges. Add this edge 
//to an edge list.
//check to see if either city is already in an existing list.

if (tempEdge->isPreferred())
{

PreferredEdgesArray[2*index 1 +1 ]++; 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2+1 ]++;
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if(EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] !=-l &&
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+I] !=-l)

{
//both cities are already in edge lists.
//First, check to make sure that the cities are not 
//both in the same list.
if (EdgesLeftArray [2* index 1 + 1] ==

EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ])
{

if
(CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl  + l]]->getSize() < MaxSize - 1)

//cities are in the same list. If the
length of

//the list is not equal to MaxSize,
break.

else
{

//otherwise, the path is completed.
Connect the paths and

//exit the loop.
IsPathFinished = true;
Currentlndex =

EdgesLeftArray [2 * index I +1 ];
//Since the first and last cities in the

path will
//be connected by this edge, it

makes no difference
//whether we use setFirst or setLast

to add this edge.
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

>setFirst(tempEdge);

//remove the edge from
consideration in future trials

UseEdge(index 1, index2,
PreferredEdgesArray, PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);

}
}
else //if(EdgesLeftArray[indexl][l] !=

EdgesLeftArray[index2][ 1 ])
iI

//merge the two lists.
Currentlndex =

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ];
if(CurrentEdgeLists[Current!ndex]-

>getFirst()->getIndexl() = index 1 ||
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

>getFirst()->getIndex2() == index 1)
//the new edge connects to the front end of

this edge list.
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CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setFirst(tempEdge);

intTemp = 0;
f
else
{

CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex]-
>setLast( tempEdge);

intTemp = 1;
i
)

EdgesLeftArray [2*index 1 ]—; 
EdgesLeftArray[2* index2]~;

edgeList * dummy; 
dummy = dummy-

>connectLists(CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ]],CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArrayf2*index 
2+1]]);

//delete one of the lists just merged, 
if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex] =

dummy)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]] = 0;
intA = index2; 
intB = index 1;

}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l]] = 0;
intA = index 1; 
intB = index2;

f

Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*intA+l]; 
//re-point any references to the deleted list, 
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
{

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*j+lj =
Currentlndex)

EdgesLeftArrav[2*j+l] =
EdgesLeftArray[2*intB+l];

)/

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials 
UseEdgefindexl. index2,

PreferredEdgesArray, PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
t

else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] — -1 &&
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ] != -1)
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//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]; 

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex 1 ()
= index2 ||

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()-
>getlndex2() — index2)

{
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

>setFirst(tempEdge);
}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[Currentlndex]-
>setLast(tempEdge);

}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement

the edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArray [2 * index 1 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials
UseEdgefindexl, index2, PreferredEdgesArray,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] !=-l && 

EdgesLef)Array[2*index2+l] — -1)
{

//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l]; 

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex 1 ()
== indexl ||

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()-
>getlndex2() == indexl)

f

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setFirst( tempEdge);

}
else
I

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>set Last(temp Edge);

}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement

the edges-left
//counters
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EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]—; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray [2* index 1+1] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials
UseEdge(indexl, index2, PreferredEdgesArray,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}
else //(EdgesLeftArray[indexl][l] = 0 &&

EdgesLeftArray[index2][l] = 0)
//neither city is included in an existing edge list. Create a new

edgelist
//and store it in the first available index of CurrentEdgeLists.

{
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
{

if (CurrentEdgeLists]]] = 0)
{

CurrentEdgeLists]]] = new edgeList(); 
CurrentEdgeLists [j]->setFirst( tempEdge); 
Currentlndex = j;
j = MaxSize;

}
}

//CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex] = &tempList;
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement

the edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]—; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials
UseEdge(indexl, index2, PreferredEdgesArray,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}

//otherwise, edge cannot be used. Loop and get the next shortest 
//path.

}

//output the final path.
//The index of the final path (in CurrentEdgeLists) should still be 
//Currentlndex

/open the output file to write 
fstream OutFile;
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if (WriteToFile)
{

OutFile.open(FileToWrite, ios::out);

if(!OutFile)
WriteToFile = false;

}

tempList = *CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex];

tempEdge = tempList.getFirstO;

int LastCity;
int CurrentCity;
double PathLength = 0;

if (tempEdge->getIndexl() — tempEdge->getNextO->getIndexl() ||
tempEdge->getIndexl() = tempEdge->getNext()->getIndex2())

{
LastCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();

}
else
{

LastCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();

}

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

PathLength += tempEdge->getLength(); 
if (tempEdge->getIndexl() != LastCity)

CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();
else

CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndex2(); 

if (WriteToFile)
iI

OutFile « CurrentCity + 1 « endl;
}

LastCity = CurrentCity;

tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();
}

return PathLength;
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void UseEdge(int index 1, int index2, int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesLists, const int 
MaxSize)
{

PreferredEdgesArray[2*index 1 
PreferredEdgesAiTay[2*index 1+1 ]++;

PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2]~;
PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2+1 ]++;

if (PreferredEdgesArray[2*indexl+l] >= 2)
{

//delete any remaining edges associated with this vertex, 
while (PreferredEdgesLists[indexl].getFirst() != 0)
{

PreferredEdgesLists[indexl].removeEdge(0);
PreferredEdgesArray [2* index 1 ]-;

}

for (int i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

edgeList *ToBeDeleted = &PreferredEdgesLists[i]; 
edge * newFirst = ToBeDeleted->getFirst(); 
int counter = 0;
bool booDeleted = false;
while (newFirst != 0 && IbooDeleted)
{

if (newFirst->getIndexI() — indexl || newFirst->getIndex2() =
index 1)

{
ToBeDeleted->removeEdge(counter); 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*i]—; 
booDeleted = true;

}
else
{

newFirst = newFirst->getNext(); 
counter++;

}
}

}
}

if (PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2+l] >= 2)
f

//delete any remaining edges associated with this vertex, 
while (PreferredEdgesLists[index2].getFirst() != 0)
{

PreferredEdgesLists[index2].removeEdge(0);
PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2] = 0:

}

for (int i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
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{
edgeList “ToBeDeleted = &PreferredEdgesLists[i]; 
edge * newFirst = ToBeDeleted->getFirst(); 
int counter = 0;
bool booDeleted = false; 
while (newFirst != 0 && IbooDeleted)
{

if (newFirst->getIndexl() — index2 || newFirst->getIndex2() —
index2)

{
ToBeDeleted->removeEdge(counter); 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*i]--; 
booDeleted = true;

}
else
{

newFirst = newFirst->getNext(); 
counter++;

}
}

}
}

return;
}

edge * LargestFirstRankedPreferred(int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesLists, const int 
MaxSize)
{

long int MaxRank = -1; 
int Maxlndex = -1; 
int city 1; 
int city2;

for (int i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

if (PreferredEdgesArray[2*i+l] = 2)
PreferTedEdgesArray[2*i] = 0;

if (PreferredEdgesArray[2*i] > 0 &&
PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getRank() > MaxRank)
//determine whether both vertices associated with this edge are still free, 
if (PreferredEdgesArray[2 * (PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndexl()) +

1]<2&&
PreferredEdgesArray[2 * (PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()-

>getlndex2()) + 1] < 2)
f

MaxRank = PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getRank();
Maxlndex = i;
city 1 = PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndexl(); 
city2 = PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndex2()-

}
else
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//at least one of the vertices is completely used. Remove the leading
edge

//and try again.
if (PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getlndexl() — i)
{

PreferredEdgesArray[2*i]-;
PreferredEdgesLists[i].removeEdge(0);

}
else
{

PreferredEdgesArray[2*(PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()-
>getlndex2())]~;

PreferredEdgesLists [PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()-
>getlndex2()] .removeEdge(O);

}
i~;

}
}
edge * tempEdge = PreferredEdgesLists[MaxIndex].getFirst();

PreferredEdgesLists[MaxIndex].removeEdge(0);

int Temp;

if (Maxlndex != city 1)
Temp = city I;

else
Temp = city2;

//now find the other edge that has

edge * newTempEdge = PreferredEdgesLists[Temp].getFirst();
int counter = 0;

while (newTempEdge->getIndexl()!=cityl && newTempEdge->getIndexl()!=city2 ||
newTempEdge->getIndex2()!=cityl && newTempEdge->getIndex2()!=city2)

newTempEdge = newTempEdge->getNext(); 
counter++;

}
PreferredEdgesLists[Temp].removeEdge(counter);
return tempEdge;
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// OutliersLag.cpp
// Ted Wendt
// October 20, 2002
//
// This program implements the Outliers-First Lag-Adjusted algorithm using Linked Lists 
// to determine whether a circuit has been completed.

void UseEdge(int indexl, int index2, int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesList, const int 
MaxSize);
edge * LargestLag(int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesList, const int MaxSize);

//Returns the edge linked to the vertex with the lowest 

//first-ranked edge.

double OutliersLag(bool WriteToFile, char * FileToWrite, Map & MyMap, int MaxSize) 

inti,j;

int *PreferredEdgesArray = new int[2*MaxSize];

edgeList * PreferredEdgesLists = new edgeList[MaxSize]; 
edgeList NonPreferredEdges; 
const int ScaleFactor = 5;

int *EdgesLeflArray = new int[2*MaxSize]; 
edgeList ** CurrentEdgeLists = new edgeList*[MaxSize];

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[i] = 0;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i] = 2;
EdgesLeftArray[2*i + 1] = -1;

}

//Begin the path creation process.
bool IsPathFinished = false; 
int Currentlndex; 
int intTemp;
int intA; 
int intB;

int MyCounter = 0;

MyMap.sortPathsf);

int indexl; 
int index2; 
edgeList tempList; 
edge * tempEdge;

int PreferredEdgeCounter = 0; 
for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{
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//PreferredEdgesArray[i][O] holds the total number of edges remaining for this
vertex.

//PreferredEdgesArray[i][l] holds the number of preferred edges used (max 2). 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*i] = 0;
PreferredEdgesArray[2*i + I] = 0;

}

tempEdge = MyMap.AllPaths.getFirst();

while (tempEdge != 0)
{

indexl = tempEdge->getIndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->getIndex2();

PreferredEdgeCounter++; 

tempEdge->setRank(PreferredEdgeCounter);

PreferredEdgesLists[indexl].addEdge(new edge (tempEdge)); 
PreferredEdgesArray  [2 *index 1 ]++;

PreferredEdgesLists[index2].addEdge(new edge (tempEdge)); 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2]++;
NonPreferredEdges.addEdge(new edge(tempEdge)); 

tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();

}

while (UsPathFinished)
{

MyCounterH-;

tempEdge = 0;

//get next edge from preferred edges list.
tempEdge = LargestLag(PreferredEdgesArray, PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);

indexl - tempEdge->get!ndexl(); 
index2 = tempEdge->getlndex2();

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl] > 0 && EdgesLeftArray[2*index2] > 0)
i

//neither city has used both its available edges. Add this edge 
//to an edge list.
//check to see if either city is already in an existing list.

if (tempEdge->isPreferred())
{

PreferredEdgesArray[2*index 1 + i]++; 
PreferredEdgesArray[2*index2+1 ]++;
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if (EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ] != -1 &&
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] !=-l)

{
//both cities are already in edge lists.
//First, check to make sure that the cities are not 
//both in the same list.
if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] =

EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ])
{

if
(CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l]]->getSize() < MaxSize - 1)

//cities are in the same list. If the
length of

//the list is not equal to MaxSize,
break.

»
else
{

//otherwise, the path is completed.
Connect the paths and

//exit the loop.
IsPathFinished = true;
Currentlndex =

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ];
//Since the first and last cities in the

path will
//be connected by this edge, it

makes no difference
//whether we use setFirst or setLast

to add this edge.
CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex]-

>setFirst(tempEdge);

//remove the edge from
consideration in future trials

UseEdgefindexl, index2,
PreferredEdgesArray, PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);

}
}
else //if (EdgesLeftArray[indexl][l] !=

EdgesLeftArray(index2] [ 1 ])
{

//merge the two lists.
Currentlndex =

EdgesLeftArray[2* index 1 +1 ];
if(CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

>getFirst()->getIndexl() == indexl ||
C urrentEdgeListsfC urrentf ndex]-

>getFirst()->getIndex2() == indexl)
//the new edge connects to the front end of

this edge list.
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CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setFirst(tempEdge);

intTemp = 0;
}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setLast( tempEdge);

intTemp = 1;
}

EdgesLeftArray [2* index 1 ]-; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]~;

edgeList * dummy; 
dummy = dummy-

>connectLists(CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 +1 ]],CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index

//delete one of the lists just merged. 
if(CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex] =

dummy)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l]] = 0;
intA = index2; 
intB = index 1;

}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l]] = 0;
intA = indexl; 
intB = index2;

}

Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*intA+l]; 
//re-point any references to the deleted list, 
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
{

if (EdgesLeftArray[2*j+l] =
Currentlndex)

EdgesLeftArray[2*j+11 =
EdgesLeftArray[2*intB+1 ];

}

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials 
UseEdgefindexl, index2,

PreferredEdgesArray, PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}

>J
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2* index 1 + 1] == -1 &&

EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] !=-l)
(x
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//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+1 ]; 

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex 1 ()
— index2 ||

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()-
>getlndex2() — index2)

{
CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-

>setF irst( tempEdge);
}
else
{

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setLast(tempEdge);

}
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement

the edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]-;
EdgesLeftArray [2 * index2]~;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl+l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials
UseEdgefindexl, index2, PreferredEdgesArray,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}
else if (EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] != -1 && 

EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] == -1)
{

//Only one city is already in an edgelist. Add this edge to the 
//appropriate end of the list.
Currentlndex = EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l]; 

if (CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()->getIndex 1 ()
= index 1 ||

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]->getFirst()-
>getlndex2() = index 1)

{
CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex]-

>setF irst(temp Edge);
}

. else
fX

CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex]-
>setLast(tempEdge);

f

//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement
the edges-left

//counters
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EdgesLeftArray [2* index 1 ]-; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2]-;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials
UseEdge(indexl, index2, PreferredEdgesArray,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}
else //(EdgesLeftArray[indexl][l] = 0 &&

EdgesLeftArray[index2][l] = 0)
//neither city is included in an existing edge list. Create a new

edgelist
//and store it in the first available index of CurrentEdgeLists

{
for (j = 0; j < MaxSize; j++)
{

if (CurrentEdgeLists[j] = 0)
{

CurrentEdgeLists[j] = new edgeListf); 
CurrentEdgeLists[j]->setFirst(tempEdge); 
Currentlndex = j;
j = MaxSize;

}
}

//CurrentEdgeListsfCurrentlndex] = &tempList;
//both cities now have one more edge into them, so decrement

the edges-left
//counters

EdgesLeftArray[2*index 1 ]-;
EdgesLeftArray [2 * index2 ]--;

//both cities are now included in edge list 'Currentlndex' 
EdgesLeftArray[2*indexl + l] = Currentlndex; 
EdgesLeftArray[2*index2+l] = Currentlndex;

//remove the edge from consideration in future trials
UseEdgefindexl, index2, PreferredEdgesArray,

PreferredEdgesLists, MaxSize);
}

//otherwise, edge cannot be used. Loop and get the next shortest 
//path.

}

//output the final path.
//The index of the final path (in CurrentEdgeLists) should still be 
//Currentlndex

//open the output file to write
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fstream OutFile;

if (WriteToFile)
{

OutFile.open(FileToWrite, ios::out);

if(lOutFile)
WriteToFile = false;

}

tempList = *CurrentEdgeLists[CurrentIndex];

tempEdge = tempList.getFirstO;

int LastCity; 
int CurrentCity; 
double PathLength = 0;

if (tempEdge->getIndexl() == tempEdge->getNext()->getIndexl() ||
tempEdge->getIndexl() = tempEdge->getNext()->getIndex2())

LastCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();

}
else
{

LastCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();
CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndex2();

}

for (i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

PathLength += tempEdge->getLength(); 
if(tempEdge->getIndexl() != LastCity)

CurrentCity = tempEdge->getIndexl();
else

CurrentCity = tempEdge->getlndex2();

if (WriteToFile)
{

\ OutFile « CurrentCity + 1 « endl;
}

LastCity = CurrentCity; 

tempEdge = tempEdge->getNext();
f

return PathLength;
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edge * LargestLag(int * PreferredEdgesArray, edgeList * PreferredEdgesLists, const int MaxSize)
{

long int MaxLag = -1; 
int Maxlndex - -1; 
int cityl; 
int city2;

for (int i = 0; i < MaxSize; i++)
{

if (PreferredEdgesArray[2*i+l] = 2)
PreferredEdgesArray[2*i] = 0;

if (PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst() != 0)
{

long int lag = PreferredEdgesLists[i].getLast()->getRank() - 
PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getRank();

if (PreferredEdgesArray[2*i] > 0 && 
lag > MaxLag)
//determine whether both vertices associated with this edge are still

free.
if (PreferredEdgesArray[2 * (PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()-

>getlndexl()) + 1] < 2 &&
PreferredEdgesArray[2 * (PreferredEdgesLists[il.getFirst()-

>getlndex2()) + 1] < 2)
{

MaxLag = lag;
Maxlndex = i;
cityl = PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndexl(); 
city 2 = PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndex2();

}
else
{

//at least one of the vertices is completely used. Remove the
leading edge

//and try again.
if (PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndexl() == i)
{

PreferredEdgesArray(2*i]~;
PreferredEdgesLists[i].removeEdge(0);

}
else
it

PreferredEdgesArray[2*(PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getlndex2())]~; 

PreferredEdgesLists[PreferredEdgesLists[i].getFirst()->getIndex2()].removeEdge(0);

I
f

}
f

edge * tempEdge = PreferredEdgesLists[MaxIndex].getFirst();
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PreferredEdgesLists[MaxIndex].removeEdge(0);

int Temp;

if(MaxIndex != cityl)
Temp = cityl;

else
Temp = city2;

//now find the other edge that has

edge * newTempEdge = PreferredEdgesLists[Temp].getFirst();
int counter = 0;

while (newTempEdge->getIndexl()!=cityl && newTempEdge->getIndexl()!=city2 ||
{ newTempEdge->getIndex2()!=cityl && newTempEdge->getIndex2()!=city2)

newTempEdge = newTempEdge->getNext(); 
counter++;

}
PreferredEdgesLists[T  emp] .removeEdge(counter);

return tempEdge;

}


